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ABSTRACT 
THERMAL MICROFLUIDIC DEVICES;  
DESIGN, FABRICATION AND APPLICATIONS 
 
 Benyamin Davaji, B.S., M.S. 
Marquette University, 2016 
This thesis investigates the thermal actuation and temperature measurement 
methods in microfluidic devices. We designed and fabricated microfluidic devices with 
various functionalities such as: bio sensing, particle counting, microscale calorimetry, and 
cellular temperature measurement. All of these functionalities use thermal measurement 
methods. 
When quantitative measurements are required, the label-free nature of thermal 
measurement methods, along with its simple readout, make it a powerful candidate for lab 
on a chip and bio sensing/detection applications. In this work, thermal measurement 
methods are used to characterize bio-samples, measure concentrations, study thermal 
responses, and even perform particle cytometry. 
However, thermal measurement methods are known for their low speed and low 
sensitivity characteristics, which are influenced by thermal properties of materials and 
structural design. On the microscale, we designed and fabricated microfluidic structures 
with modified thermal properties to achieve low response times and high sensitivity. To 
optimize our devices, we analyzed the thermal responses of the designed structures using 
a first order equivalent electrical circuit model. We then compared the results of the model 
to the fabricated device responses. To increase the functionality of our device, we used a 
number of temperature measurement techniques; thermal wave analysis, AC calorimetry, 
time of flight measurement, and the continuous recording of differential temperature. 
In this work, we fabricated an on-chip calorimeter with a 200 nL chamber volume 
and measured specific heat and thermal conductivity of water and glycerol. Also, we 
measured the thermal properties of the ionic liquids with the calorimeter. Moreover, we 
fabricated a calorimetric microfluidic biosensor to detect and measure the glucose levels 
of blood with concentrations of 0.05 to 0.3% wt/vol. We applied the same method to 
measure DNA concentration in buffer solution and a protein binding reaction. Also, we 
developed a method to count the number of particles passing through a micro channel while 
simultaneously measuring the size deference between particles by measuring changes in 
thermal conductivity. We fabricated a microfluidic platform to capture a single cell to 
measure the temperature of the cell in response to an external stimulation. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
One of the most exciting parts of scientific research is extending our understanding of 
nature through discovery of novel ideas and developing new technologies. Both new ideas by 
theorists and novel tools by experimentalists have revolutionized the sciences. Which one drives 
scientific research is the fundamental question: concepts or tools. Freeman Dyson divided 
scientists based on their approach into two categories: Kuhnians and Galisonians, named after 
two scientific revelation theorists, Thomas Kuhn and Peter Galison, respectively (Dyson 2012). 
The Kuhnians are theorists who are looking to drive the scientific research by developing new 
ideas. On the other hand, the Galisonians are experimentalist researchers with strong belief in 
dominating the scientific advances by developing new tools. 
Currently, it is not possible to clearly identify the contribution share of Kuhnian science 
versus Galisonian science. Fortunately, science is witnessing the strong progresses in both 
directions in 21st century (Dyson 2012). However, Dyson believes “new directions in science are 
launched by new tools much more often than those by new concepts. The effect of a tool-driven 
revolution is to discover new things that have to be explained” (Dyson 1998). This argument 
highlights the importance of tool-driven research without neglecting the contributions of concept-
driven research. 
This dissertation investigates thermal microfluidic technology and offers fundamental 
new capabilities as a powerful tool to enhance the functionality of microfluidic devices. Thermal 
microfluidic technology is the science and technology of performing thermal measurements on 
extremely small quantities of liquids or suspensions, where the microfluidic devices are used to 
handle and prepare the samples. This work is a tool-driven research based on the introduction, 
and it lays among many others tool driven researches on “Galisonians planet”.  
This chapter starts with an introduction to the thermal measurement technology and 
reviews the scope of applications of thermal measurement techniques. Then, microfluidic 
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technology is reviewed with emphasis on advantages of applications. Identifying the limits and 
potentials of thermal microfluidic devices and developing a general design approach for 
overcoming these limits leads to the utilization of its potential. This is the motivation of  research 
presented in following section. Finally, the structure of the context of this dissertation is 
explained in the last section of this chapter. 
 
1.1 Thermal Measurement  
In general, thermal measurement methods and thermal analysis are measurement 
techniques for investigating the properties of samples using heat. The origin of heat as a physical 
quantity is discussed in chapter 2, where the heat transfer phenomena and main heat transfer 
modes are introduced. 
Since heat is not a directly measurable physical quantity, the heat transfer and 
temperature changes are commonly investigated instead. Various thermal measurement 
techniques are developed for measuring the physical properties of materials or for investigating 
the chemical reactions and physical interactions. 
Thermal measurements are direct measurement techniques that produce quantitative 
results and offer considerable advantages. The advantages of thermal measurements and thermal 
analysis are presented later in chapter 2. 
However, thermal techniques are commonly known to be slow due to the thermal 
properties of measuring tools and samples. Another known issue with thermal measurement 
techniques is the ambient effects, where the thermal isolations are a challenge in many 
applications. 
The main goal of this research is to investigate the feasibility of thermal measurement 
methods for diverse measurement and detection applications in the microscale by defining design 
considerations for developing measurement tools based on thermal methods. 
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 To achieve this goal and investigate the capabilities of the thermal methods, microfluidic 
devices with thermal measurement methods for four different applications are developed. 
Microfluidic technology based on substantial capabilities in handling and processing samples in 
small scale are used as the base for implementing thermal measurement technique. 
The presented research is structured slightly different from others. Here where the 
implementation of thermal measurement methods by investigating the applicability of such 
techniques is the main concept. Then, in this work, the feasibility of proposed measurement 
methods are studied by developing, characterizing, and evaluating the output results of four 
different devices to verify the practicality of the concept of thermal measurement. 
 
1.2 Microfluidic Technology 
Microfluidic technology is the science and technology to handle, manupulate, and 
process small quantities (10-18 to 10-9 liters) of substances in the dimensions of a few hundred 
nanometers to hundreds of microns (Whitesides 2006). Based on application and functionality, 
microfluidic devices have been recognized with different names: Lab on a Chip (LOC), 
Miniaturized Total Analysis System (µTAS), and Point of Care (POC) diagnosis devices 
(Erickson & Li 2004; Sackmann et al. 2014). Typically, miniturized reaction chambers, micro 
channels or a network of microchannels, micro valves, micropumps, and sample inlet and outlet 
interfaces are the most common parts of microfluidic systems.  
Microfluidic technology offeres many advantages, to name a few: rapid sample 
processing and precise control over fluid, which implise substantially smaller required sample 
and reagent. Considering these advantages, microfluidic technology at the beginning promised 
considerable optimism for revolutionizing diagnostics and biological research (Sackmann et al. 
2014). The microfluidic system can be combined with simple sensors and/or complex detection 
systems to deliver the expected analytical functionalities (Whitesides 2006). 
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Microfluidic technology originated from five different fields in science and enginering: 
microelectronics, molecular biology, molecular analysis, biodefense (Whitesides 2006), and fluid 
mechanics. However, the microelectronic and semiconductor industries started the fabrication of 
microscale devices using standard micromachining techniques (Sackmann et al. 2014). The on-
chip gas chromatography and inkjet printers are pioneer projects in the field that shaped the 
roadmap of current developments in microfluidic technology (Erickson & Li 2004). Combining 
integration and miniaturization from microelectronics with the groundbreaking power of 
microanalytical methods in chemical analysis, microfluidic systems belong in the category of 
powerful/emerging technologies. The recent developments in molecular biology, genomics, and 
the research/investigations in the field of biodefense to overcome the chemical and biological 
threats also contributed deeply into the field. They contribiuted not only as a consumer to use the 
technology, but also by bringing the development experience back to the feild (Whitesides 2006).  
The field of microfluidics offers new capabilities in handling and processing the fluid 
samples, which brings unique possibilities. The main advantage of microfluidic systems is the 
small quantities of the required sample and reagent. The short analysis time, low cost, high 
throughput, and high sensitivity are the other advantages of microfluidic systems. 
Microfluidic research became one of the very common interdisciplinary research topics 
that brought people from different fields together. Industrial applications of microfluidic 
technology are increasingly growing (Chin et al. 2012). The microfluidic products are not 
dominating the field yet and the reasons are not clear to scientists, engineers, and developers 
(Whitesides 2006). Like most scientific fields, microfluidic technology has its disadvantages and 
necessary tradeoffs, however, the advantages far outweigh the disadvantages. 
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1.3 Motivation of Research 
Microfluidic technology, as presented in the introduction section, offers fundamentally 
new capabilities to handle, control, and manipulate very small quantities of samples and reagents 
(Whitesides 2006). These new capabilities are broadly used for research in life science and 
diagnostic technology (Temiz et al. 2015) [ref]. However, the developed detection and sensing 
methods for microfluidic technology are limiting this fast growing technology. Thermal 
measurement offers many advantages that make it suitable to integrate with microfluidic 
technology for detection and sensing. In the rest of this section, the main advantages of thermal 
microfluidic devices are discussed. 
Chemical and biochemical reactions result in enthalpy change. The absorbed or released 
energy causes temperature change. Measuring this temperature change is a key to understanding 
the progress of chemical or biochemical reactions. This technique makes thermal measurement a 
good candidate for detection of reactions and interactions. However, the applications of thermal 
measurements are not limited to the study of reactions and interactions, but we can find or design 
a reaction for investigating the existence and concentration of different species. 
Understanding of cellular and intercellular interactions are essential for many therapeutic 
and diagnostic studies. Researchers in fields like tissue engineering, regenerative medicine, drug 
discovery, drug delivery, and disease detection are investigating cellular and/or intercellular 
responses. The cellular and intercellular responses often investigated in a large group or a 
suspension of cells. Recent reports show the independent applications and importance of studying 
the cellular responses at the single cell level, the tissue level, and also at the organ level. 
Regardless of the population, it is known that many intercellular processes are causing a 
temperature change, such as the gene expression and cell division which are exothermic processes 
(Okabe et al. 2012)(Is et al. 2012). Thermal microfluidic devices are capable of measuring this 
temperature change without disturbing the cell or group of cells. 
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Furthermore, the temperature measurement methods in bio-detection are label-free 
techniques. Label-free detection approaches avoid additional labeling steps, where it is essential 
for labeled detection methods to develop or find a stable label for attaching to a biomarker or 
chemical complex. The labels could be simple color dyes, complex quantum dots, gold 
nanoparticles, or radioactive inks. These labels often need external excitation for detection and 
imaging. The label free methods avoid these complexities. The label-free nature of thermal 
measurement makes thermal measurements suitable for lab-on-a-chip (LOC) and point of care 
(POC) applications. 
Measuring the concentration of quantities is an important role for many diagnostic 
devices. Currently, producing the quantitative measurement results is a key challenge for portable 
devices, where the size of devices are limited. The majority of POC devices currently use optical 
detection methods, which produce qualitative measurement data or semi-quantitative 
measurement results. Using thermal detection method with known enthalpy change and reaction 
kinetics in combination with precise volume control in microfluidic devices results in 
quantitatively measured data. The quantitative output offered by thermal measurement methods 
makes it well suited for many diagnostic applications and analytical devices. 
The other application of thermal microfluidic devices is calorimetry at microscale. 
Calorimetry is known as a powerful tool to investigate the state variables of materials by 
controlling and measuring heat transfer. Calorimetry is used for studying chemical reactions , 
physical changes , and phase transitions in materials. The calorimetry techniques are intensively 
investigated for a number of different measurements  in bulk. However, microscale calorimeters 
are in early stages of development. There are few early researches reported with focus on scaling 
down the calorimeter system to achieve highly controlled fluid handling, low required quantities 
of samples and reagents, and increasing precision. However, the complexities of thermal isolation 
and sensitivity of the measurement issues have yet to be addressed.  
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Thermal microfluidic technology has started at the earlier stage mainly for basic 
calorimetry applications. Calorimetric techniques in microscale offered new capabilities such as 
using thermal conductivity measurement to count the particles or cells and perform cytometry in 
microfluidic channels or measuring the thermal diffusivity for cellular viability. 
The complexities associated with thermal measurement methods include the spatial and 
temporal resolution of measurement and the sensitivity vary from a simple resistor technique to 
atomically precise machined probes or state of the art florescent particles techniques. 
Microfluidic technology enables the use of simple thermal measurements that avoid complexities 
in fabrication and integration. Developing a device for a wide range of thermal measurement 
applications remains a challenge. Thermal microfluidic devices are facing a trade-off between the 
spatial and thermal temperature measurement resolution and the sensitivity of measurement. 
Thermal microfluidic devices could be designed and fabricated considering the measurement 
requirements with offering simple fabrication and measurement. Details of design and fabrication 
of thermal microfluidic devices are covered in chapters 3 and 4, respectively. It is shown that 
simplicity can be achieved in design and development of portable thermal microfluidic devices. 
In this section, the advantages of using thermal measurement methods for detection in 
microfluidic devices are presented. The major benefits of thermal microfluidic devices are the 
label-free nature of detection, non-invasive temperature measurement, qualitative measurement 
results, and the capability of detecting and measuring concentration of species when small 
quantities of samples and reagents are available. These characteristics are the main motivation of 
this research. Our approach for designing and developing the microfluidic system with mentioned 
characteristics is briefly reviewed in the next section, where the in-depth investigation is left for 
later chapters.   
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1.4 Approach 
As explained in previous sections, thermal measurement characteristics as a system are a 
function of thermal properties of material, physical dimension of system, temperature sensor 
properties, and measurement techniques. Having multiple design variables makes the engineering 
trade-off essential to design and develop an applicable device for each specific application. For a 
better understanding of the thermal microfluidic device as a system, an equivalent model is used 
in this work. The analogy between heat transfer parameters of a system and electrical current and 
potential lead us to use a first order equivalent circuit to analyze the thermal microfluidic system. 
In Chapter 2, the thermal design characteristics of the system, including thermal 
resistance, thermal mass, and thermal time constant of measurement are introduced. Using the 
developed equivalent circuit, design considerations to achieve applicable thermal characteristics 
for thermal microfluidic devices are defined. Thermal microfluidic devices are designed and 
restructured by applying the defined design consideration in material selection and structure 
design. 
The majority of current microfluidic devices are polymer based devices, which are 
mostly developed using soft lithography techniques. However,  unfavorable thermal properties 
(large thermal mass) of polymer based microchannel and poor thermal conductivity of such 
materials at sensor interfaces  limit the measurement speed and result in relaxation of temperature 
to device and ambient.  In this work, a combination of silicon based materials and polymers are 
used to reduce the thermal mass, increase the thermal isolation, and reduce the thermal time 
constant. The possibility of using porous materials with high flexibility in thermal microfluidic 
devices is also investigated. These investigations led to the design and development of the first 
paper-based microfluidic sensor with calorimetric detection. 
Designing a microfluidic platform with optimized thermal isolation and small mass can 
be achieved by modifying and redesigning the structure of microfluidic channels and cavities. 
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The silicon 3D micromachining technology and thin film deposition technology allows us to 
develop very thin (500 nm) suspended structures, without losing the mechanical strength of the 
microchannel. The developed 3D micro-machined on chip calorimeter is published in scientific 
journal paper (Davaji et al. 2014). The same micro fabrication technique is combined with soft 
lithography technology and a microfluidic platform capable of measuring thermal conductivity 
for micro particle detection and cytometry is introduced for the first time.  
The focus in this work is to develop devices for bio sensing, lab-on-a-chip (LOC) 
applications, and point of care (POC) applications. In our approach, we used resistive temperature 
detector (RTD) sensors. The operation temperature range and required linearity in the range, 
simplicity of the fabrication and integration of the RTD sensors were lead to this selection. The 
RTD sensor has good linearity compared to thermistors and offers sensitivity compared to 
thermocouples within the range. Moreover, fabrication of a RTD device at micro scale is simple 
and less expensive compared to other technologies. The RTD device can also operate as a heat 
source and can be actively used for thermal actuation in thermal microfluidic devices. 
 Thermal measurements and calorimetric technology in bulk are well stablished. Many 
different measurement techniques are developed and characterized for measuring different 
functionalities. In this work, we adapt AC calorimetry, thermal wave analysis (TWA) techniques 
and heat penetration time measurement or time of flight (ToF) measurement techniques. 
Combining these techniques, thermal microfluidic devices were developed and are able to offer 
different functionalities. 
Signal amplification plays an important role in biosensor devices, devices can detect 
signals with smaller amplitudes than limit of detection (LoD). In our approach, we intended not to 
use any external label or excitation. In this work, we take advantages of the label-free nature of 
temperature measurement is preferred over using complex labels. 
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1.5 Organization of the Dissertation 
This dissertation is divided into five chapters, where each chapter’s materials are 
organized to be self-contained and, at the same time, the flow of context is prioritized. In the first 
chapter, the dissertation starts by introducing microfluidic technology and thermal measurements 
by reviewing existing work and looking at the limitations and challenges. In the second chapter, 
our approach and design principle to overcome the existing challenges are presented. In the next 
chapter, the fabrication and characterization of the microfluidic devices with integrated thermal 
measurement methods are designed. The measurement results and discussion of our work for 
each device is explicitly presented in the next chapter. The final chapter reviews the ongoing and 
future works along with highlighting the potential application. The organization of the context 
within each chapter is presented in the next few pages. 
In the first chapter, the microfluidic technology and its applications are introduced with 
in-depth review of previous work. The thermal measurements and application sections are located 
in the next section. The potentials when the microfluidics and thermal measurement methods are 
combined and the background of existing work with emphasis on highlighting the advantages and 
disadvantages are reviewed in the next sections. In the last part of the first chapter, the motivation 
for this thesis and our approach to overcome the current issues and challenges, with slight touch 
on details of the process, are presented. 
Chapter 2 covers thermal microfluidic device design and characterization in detail. The 
chapter starts by introducing the heat transfer phenomena and covers the fundamentals for three 
basic heat transfer mechanisms. The thermal characteristics and properties of microfluidic devices 
in the next section provide the requirements for thermal devices. The electrical analogy and first 
order equivalent circuit model for analyzing the heat transfer in microfluidic devices are the final 
part of this section. 
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Chapter 2 continues by presenting the considerations for thermal microfluidic device 
design, where a combination of material selection and micromachining techniques are used for 
redesigning and optimizing the microfluidic structures. The sources of measurement noise in 
thermal microfluidic devices are reviewed in the next section. This chapter ends by presenting the 
thermal measurement techniques, which makes it possible to measure different observables using 
the same device. 
Chapter 3 provides fundamental descriptions of design and operation of fabricated 
thermal microfluidic devices in this work. This chapter shows how the thermal measurement 
methods are integrated with microfluidic devices to perform different functions. In this work, four 
applications for thermal microfluidic devices are investigated. The investigated applications are 
On-chip micro calorimeter, thermal particle detector, paper-based thermal biosensor, and 
microfluidic platform for continuous monitoring of a single cell temperature response. Since 
design criteria and functionality for devices in each application vary, the details are presented 
independently for each applications in this chapter. 
The on-chip calorimeter design and operational principle are presented in the first section 
of this chapter. The next section covers the operational principle and the design of a novel device, 
which uses thermal measurement for detecting particles in a microfluidic channel. In the 
following section, we introduce a paper-based calorimetric biosensor. The final section of chapter 
3 covers the design and operational principles of the developed microfluidic platform for 
capturing a single cell for measuring cell temperature change. 
Chapter 4 contains the details of device fabrication and thermal measurement 
experiments for each application. This chapter also covers each application individually, where 
the sections are organized in the same order as the previous chapter. The experimental section for 
each application begins with device fabrication details, followed by sample preparation and 
experimental setup descriptions. For each application, the measurement results are presented. At 
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the end of each section, the experimental results are evaluated for each individual application in 
the discussion section. 
Chapter 5, the final chapter, provides a summary of presented research. The first part 
contains a summary for each developed device as well as a general conclusion for thermal 
microfluidic devices. The ongoing experimental work is introduced briefly in the next section. 
This ongoing investigation will be published and/or transferred to junior colleagues at Nanoscale 
Devices Laboratory in Marquette University. In continuation, the potential applications for 
developed devices and introduced thermal microfluidic technology are discussed. This section is 
organized to present the potential of thermal microfluidic technology in two categories. First 
potential applications are introduced in the form of future work, which does not require 
significant changes in device structure. The second category discusses the future of this 
technology and aims to draw a big picture of applicable domains for thermal microfluidic 
technology. 
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Chapter 2 Device Design and Thermal Considerations 
Fundamental understanding of the origin of heat and heat transfer phenomena is essential 
for designing devices where thermal measurement methods are used for detection and 
quantization. In addition to understanding the fundamentals, a model is required for thermal 
analysis to implement the thermal considerations in designs. Finally, the proper knowledge on 
available materials for device fabrication is vital information for designing feasible structures. 
This chapter elaborates on providing the scientific background for heat transfer 
phenomena in microfluidic devices, introduces a model for thermal device considerations, and 
provides the material properties and fabrication process for thermal microfluidic device 
fabrication. 
Section 1 introduces the fundamentals of heat transfer phenomena by reviewing the basic 
mechanism of heat transfer. In the second section, thermal microfluidic devices from a systematic 
viewpoint is studied, where an equivalent circuit model is introduced. The thermal circuit model 
is used for developing a set of design considerations, which allows performing thermal 
measurements in microfluidic devices without losing information. 
Finally, the last section covers the available materials for microfluidic device fabrication 
with slight touch on their fabrication processes. The provided information on the materials and 
characteristics assists the introduced criteria to become practical realization instead of remaining 
theoretical. 
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2.1 Heat Transfer Phenomena 
Interactions between any system and its surroundings results in system energy change. 
The law of conservation states that energy can not be created or destroyed. Therefore, these 
interactions cause energy transfer through heat and work. To design thermal microfluidic devices, 
understanding of heat and heat transfer modes is essential. 
Thermodynamics is the science of studying energy transport dealing with the end states 
of interactions. It also studies the heat transfer modes and heat transfer rates, which are very 
important in designing a thermal measurement experiment. However, it does not provide 
microscopic view the nature of heat transfer and time rate of these interactions. 
Phonons are the vibration of the atoms or molecules in condensed matter. Igor Tamm, a 
Russian physicist, suggested the concept of phonons for the first time in 1932. The microscopic 
nature of these vibrational states are caused by particle interactions; interactions of phonons and 
electrons in metals and phonon scattering in semiconductors and insulators. In other words, this 
heat transfer requires the collision between energy carriers; electrons and phonon in metals, and 
phonons in semiconductors and insulators. The detailed investigation of interactions of particles 
is required for exact microscopic understanding of heat transfer. However, macroscopic heat 
transfer is adequate for describing heat transfer on the macro scale.  
In this section, the three main heat transfer mechanisms: conduction, convection, and 
radiation, are reviewed. This section will provide the background prerequisites for an 
understanding of the thermal characteristics of a system, presented in the next section, where an 
equivalent circuit and electrical analogy is used to design thermal microfluidic devices.  
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2.1.1 Conduction 
Heat conduction is the microscopic transport of energy from higher energy particles to 
lower energy particles within the substance, where the substance is not experiencing any 
macroscopic flow or displacement. In other words, heat conduction is the transport of vibrational 
states within the substance in  absence of any mass transport neither forced by flow nor diffusive 
(Incropera et al. 2006).  
Conduction heat transfer is the dominant mode of heat transfer in solids. Therefore, in 
thermal microfluidic devices, at the microchannel walls and through the membranes, conduction 
is the main heat transfer mechanism. 
A temperature gradient in the substance causes conduction, where heat flux goes from 
higher to lower temperature regimes. Fourier’s law of heat conduction, proposed by French 
physicist Jean-Baptiste Joseph Fourier in 1822, explains the proportional relationship of the local 
heat flux density q  to the negative gradient of temperature by introducing the thermal 
conductivity parameter (k): 
 q k T             (2.1) 
where q is local heat flux density  2W m , k is thermal conductivity of a substance  W m K  
,and T  is the temperature in Kelvin. 
  
For one dimensional heat conduction, we can simplify Equation (2.1). If we consider only 
one dimensional heat transfer in the x direction, then we have: 
x
dT
q k
dx
                 (2.2) 
 Using Equation (2.2), the heat transfer rate in the x direction and perpendicular to the 
surface area A  is defined by: 
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Q T
Q qA kA
T x
 
   
 
                          (2.3) 
 
The one dimensional form of Fourier’s law can be extended to  3D equations in space. In 
addition, considering a 3D temperature distribution is closer to the real word temperature 
distribution realization. By using a 3D temperature distribution in the material, equation (2.1) can 
be re-written  as: 
ˆ ˆ ˆ
x y z
T T T
q k T k i i i
x y z
   
        
   
          (2.4) 
Heat flux for each direction can be written as: 
   , ,x y z
T T T
q k q k q k
x y z
      
         
      
        (2.5) 
Heat flux density and heat transfer rate in solid structures can be calculated for known 
materials, using measured gradients of temperature and measured values of heat conductivity. 
Also it is shown that the same concept can be used on 3D structures to get the heat flux density 
and heat transfer rates. In the next sections, after introducing the convention and radiation heat 
transfers, the concept of thermal resistance is introduced. This allows for convenient adoption of 
an electrical equivalent circuit to model the heat transfer. 
 
2.1.2 Convection 
Convective heat transfer is the macroscopic transfer between a surface and a moving 
fluid. It describes the flow of energy (vibrational states) from high-energy region to the low 
energy within in the substance, while experiencing mass transport. The convective heat transfer 
can be forced in the presence of external flow or natural convection when the flow velocity is 
induced due to the temperature gradient. Commonly, in natural convective heat transfer, fluid 
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velocity rises and then falls as it moves away from heat source. Both natural and forced 
convection heat transfer modes are illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
Understanding the modes of convective heat transfer, natural and forced, requires an 
understanding of the characteristics of the working fluid. In conduction heat transfer, thermal 
conductivity of a substance is used as the material property to describe the heat flux. There are 
two parameters required to study convective heat transfer in a system; material properties and 
flow profile. In this work, a 3D notation, ( , , )u x y z , is used to describe the velocity profile of 
fluid. Fluid velocity is unable to describe fluid characteristics, where the viscosity and 
geometrical structure of the fluid plays an extensive role. Reynold’s number as a dimensionless 
measure for characterizing fluids is widely used in fluid mechanics, and microfluidic is not an 
exception. Reynold’s number is defined as: 
DRe
DU L

  
  
 
     (2.6) 
where   is the density of fluid in  3kg m  , DU  is the maximum velocity of fluid in the D  
direction in  m s , L  is the characteristic length of structure selected based on the geometry in 
( )m , and   is the dynamic viscosity of fluid in  kg m s  . It is preferred to use only one 
parameter to describe fluid material properties. Commonly, kinematic viscosity  2m s  is used 
instead of dynamic viscosity and fluid density and can be written as: 
DRe
DU L

 
  
 
     (2.7) 
where the kinematic viscosity is defined as: 



 
  
 
                  (2.8) 
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The Reynold’s number predicts the fluid characteristics, where the fluid properties 
(density and viscosity), fluid velocity profile, and geometry of the fluid path are all considered. 
For a flat plate, if the Reynold’s number is less than one it is considered Stokes flows or creeping 
motion, where the analytical solutions for fluid velocity boundary layers are available. In Stokes 
flows, the inertial forces are small compared to the viscous forces. The lubrication in mechanical 
systems, flow of lava, paint flow, and swimming of microorganisms such as sperm in a fluid are 
examples of creeping motion. 
 
Figure 2-1 Forced Convection and natural convection heat transfer [Public Domain Figure]. 
. 
 
Similarly, flat plate flows with Reynold’s number greater than one and less than 2,200 are 
considered laminar flows.  In two dimensions, laminar flow can be described as parallel fluid 
flow, where the layers are not experiencing any disruption or mixing from other layers. Both 
velocity and thermal boundary layers of the flows in the laminar region can be calculated 
analytically for simple structures and by computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods for 
complicated structures. Considering the small velocities in microfluidic channels, flow fields in 
fabricated devices in this work are considered laminar flows. 
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The region where the Reynold’s number is greater than 4,000 is considered a turbulent 
flow region. Turbulent flow regimes show complete chaotic properties, where the local fluid 
pressures and velocities are experiencing rapid changes in time and space. There is no solution 
developed for this region and it is described as “the most important unsolved problem of classical 
physics” by Nobel laureate Richard Feynman. The region between the laminar and turbulent 
regions is described as the transient regime. The provided flow regimes and Reynold’s number 
will be used in the rest of this work to explain the heat transfer in microfluidic devices. 
The rate of convective heat transfer between a surface and a fluid can be calculated from 
Newton’s law of cooling, proposed in 1701 by British physicist and mathematician, Isaac 
Newton. Newton’s law of cooling introduces convective heat transfer coefficient, ch , in 
 2W m K  as an equation constant to describe the convective heat transfer rate: 
cQ h A T         (2.9) 
where A  is the area of the object through which heat is being transferred  2m  and T  is 
the difference between surface temperature and local fluid temperature in Kelvin. Since heat 
transfer is calculated over an area, it is common to use the average convective heat transfer 
coefficient, ch , over the area and rewrite equation (2.9) as:  
cQ h A T                                    (2.10) 
 
Unlike the thermal conductivity, the convective heat transfer coefficient should be 
calculated with respect to the geometry and often needs practical correction factors. The average 
convective heat transfer coefficient for the total surface is estimated by calculating the local 
convective heat transfer coefficient and averaging it over the surface.  
In fluids, convection is not always the only heat transfer mode. Conduction can cause heat 
transfer in fluids as well. Often microfluidic devices experience both conduction and convection, 
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and must be analyzed as conjugate heat transfer. A dimensionless parameter, the Biot number 
named after a French physicist Jean-Baptiste Biot, suggests the ratio of conduction to convection 
heat transfer: 
h L
Bi
k
 
  
 
       (2.11) 
where L is the characteristic length in  m ,  h  and k   are the heat transfer coefficient and 
thermal conductivity, respectively. 
A Biot number less than 0.1 indicates the dominant effect is the conduction mode; here, 
the convective heat transfer is negligible. For greater Biot numbers, both modes must to be 
considered for a reasonable prediction of heat transfer. 
 
2.1.3 Thermal Radiation 
Phonons, as massless particles, could be studied as electromagnetic waves radiating in the 
space. Heat transfer by radiation of photons is named thermal radiation. In contrast to the other 
(conduction and convective) modes of heat transfer, the thermal radiation is not due to the 
thermal gradient in the matter. The thermal radiation does not require any transfer medium. 
All forms of matter emit thermal radiation to space from its surface area depending on the 
surface’s temperature. The Stefan-Boltzmann law explains the relationship of the radiation heat 
transfer rate from the surface of a black body to space by introducing the Stefan-Boltzmann 
constant,  , where the fourth power of absolute temperature is directly proportional to rate of 
radiation heat transfer. The emitted thermal energy from the surface is described by Stefan-
Boltzmann law: 
4Q A T                    (2.12) 
8
2 4
5.76 10
W
m K

 
   
 
             (2.13) 
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where Q  is the rate of radiated heat transfer in  W   and  T  is absolute temperature of the 
surface. 
 
In thermal radiation as stated, the heat transfer rate is proportional to the fourth power of 
absolute temperature. Thermal radiation models are used to explain the heat loss of substances in 
a vacuum and the solar radiation. It is also very important in many industrial heating, cooling, and 
drying processes. However, considering the operating temperature of thermal microfluidic 
devices, which are mainly designed for bio sample analysis, thermal radiation does not play a key 
role in heat transfer. Considering the negligible effects of thermal emissions, conduction and 
convection heat transfers are mainly used to analyze and design the thermal microfluidic devices 
in this work. 
 
 
2.2 Thermal System Analysis  
Earlier in this chapter, heat is described as the vibrational states of particles within the 
substance. Transferring these vibrational states from a high energy region to a low energy region 
is heat transfer, where it causes a change in local temperature. Even though temperature change 
can be measured, the direct measurement of heat is not feasible. Therefore, the measured 
temperature change in the system is used to calculate the heat transfer.  
Understanding the heat transfer in a system allows one to design different types of 
measurements such as using a heat source and investigating the heat transfer throughout the 
sample (thermal analysis) or studying generated heat within a chemical reaction, physical 
interaction or biological metabolism (calorimetry). For both types of measurements, the 
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measurement system parameters and characteristics must be designed to optimize the results and 
identify design considerations.  
This section investigates thermal microfluidic devices as a system and introduces thermal 
characterization for this system. Furthermore, a model is used to identify the effect of each 
parameter and system characteristics on the output response of the system. 
 
2.2.1 Thermal Resistance 
Thermal conductivity is a transport property of the material that describes the ability of 
the material to transfer energy by diffusion. Thermal conductivity is a physical property that is 
related to the structure of matter. In bulk form of materials, thermal conductivity is slightly 
dependent on temperature. However, at micro- and nanoscale levels, the thermal conductivity is 
affected by scattering. Thermal conductivity in thin films is decreased compared to materials in 
bulk, where the scattering at physical boundaries results in the redirecting particle propagation 
(Incropera et al. 2006).  
Rearranging Fourier’s law, thermal conductivity in the x direction is defined as: 
x
x L
q Q L
k
T A T
x  
 
   
         
 
            (2.14) 
The analogy between heat transfer due to the temperature difference and electric current 
flow due to the electric potential difference, suggests one can deal with Fourier’s law of heat 
conduction like Ohm’s law, where Ohm’s law describes electrical resistance as: 
V
R
I
 
  
 
              (2.15) 
Based on the analogy, convective thermal resistance can be described as the ratio of 
temperature difference to the heat transfer rate: 
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  ,
1
cond x
x
T
R
k Q
   
    
  
            (2.16) 
Using Equation (2.14), Equation (2.16) rearranged for conduction thermal resistance in 
the x direction: 
,cond x
x
L
R
k A
 
  
 
               (2.17) 
the thermal resistance term has a unit of  K W .  
Applying the same analogy to Newton`s law of cooling, thermal resistance due to the 
convection can be describe as: 
,
.
1
conv x
x c x
T
R
q h A
   
    
   
            (2.18) 
 The concept of thermal resistance is very useful for the investigation of heat transfer in 
complex structures, where the total resistance of composite structures can be derived using the 
series and parallel resistance relations. Considering the thermal resistance for conduction and 
convection heat transfers, for convenience in calculations, defining a thermal resistance for 
radiation heat transfer from a surface is proposed. The thermal resistance for thermal radiation 
heat transfer is: 
,
,
1
rad x
r x
R
h A
 
    
            (2.19) 
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2.2.2 Thermal Mass 
Thermal mass is another thermal property of a structure that plays a key role in thermal 
analysis. Thermal mass is the ability of a body to store thermal energy. Thermal mass of a body is 
dependent on the specific heat of the material and the mass of the body, and can be written as: 
thQ C T                     (2.20) 
where Q  is thermal energy in  J , thC  is the thermal mass in  J K  and T  is the 
temperature change in Kelvin. 
Specific heat of a material is a measurable physical quantity that represents the amount of 
required heat to increase the temperature of a certain mass by 1 degree Kelvin. Using the 
definition of specific heat, Equation (2.20) can be rearranged using the definition of thermal 
mass: 
th pC m c             (2.21) 
where pc  is specific heat capacity in  J kg K . Plugging Equation (2.21) into Equation (2.20) 
results in the following equation: 
pQ m c T           (2.22) 
Specific heat is a measurable physical quantity and can be measured by calorimetry 
techniques in constant pressure or constant volume. It is often used for material identification in 
thermal techniques. Specific heat is a temperature dependent quantity where the internal energy 
change in a substance results in a change in the specific heat. In this work, temperature 
dependence of the specific heat is not considered in the thermal analysis due to the applicable 
temperature change in thermal microfluidic devices, which are mostly designed for bio sample 
analysis. 
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2.2.3 Equivalent Circuit Model 
A mathematical model, often the transfer function, is used to describe a physical system. 
These models are used to predict the performance of the system and optimize the performance for 
design criteria. In the thermal system design, the analogy between heat transfer and current flow 
in an electrical circuit is widely used. 
Each system is considered from a network of elements where each element represents a 
physical property. Thermal systems are made up of two fundamental physical elements, thermal 
resistance and thermal capacitance. The material, structure geometry, and sample within the 
thermal system can be described by a system of thermal resistances and thermal capacitances. 
Each physical system with fundamental elements needs a source to operate. In thermal 
systems, there are three different types of heat sources: power source, temperature source, and 
fluid flow. A power source is defined as a heat source, where the generated heat is independent of 
temperature. Joule heating, generated in an ideal resistive thermal element, is an example of a 
power source in thermal systems. A temperature source generates constant temperature 
independent of heat flow from or to the source. A good example for temperature source is a 
closed loop hotplate with a PID controller where the temperature is maintained at the set point, 
within the operation range, regardless of the heat flow. Mass transfer caused by fluid flow to a 
thermal system results in heat flow to or from the system. This heat flow is a result of temperature 
differences between the ambient and the system, and is proportional to the mass flow rate and 
specific heat of the flow. 
Thermal systems consist of fundamental thermal elements and sources. Considering the 
introduced analogy between heat transfer and electric current flow, systems can be modeled as an 
electrical circuit. In this work, thermal microfluidic devices, as a system, are studied using the 
first order equivalent circuit model, where circuit theory is used to evaluate heat transfer. Thermal 
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circuit is illustrated in Figure 2.2, where the thermal system is represented by an equivalent 
resistance and an equivalent capacitance. 
Figure 2-2 Thermal equivalent circuit model. 
 
 
The total equivalent resistance and equivalent capacitance of thermal microfluidic 
systems are: 
1
,
1 1 1
th total
cond conv rad
R
R R R

 
   
 
         (2.23) 
,th total structure fluidC C C             (2.24) 
In the following sections and chapters, this model is used to describe and investigate the 
performance of thermal microfluidic devices. 
 
2.2.4 Thermal Time Constant 
The main goal of this work is to develop thermal microfluidic devices for bio sample 
analysis through the measurement of physical interactions or chemical reaction progression. 
These reactions and interactions have different kinetics, so the measurements speed should be 
relative (faster) in time scale compare to the speed of reaction or interaction. Measurement 
requires a certain speed for thermal systems that the thermal elements individually are unable to 
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provide. Precise information on response time of thermal microfluidic devices to the temperature 
change is needed. This requires identifying a system parameter which describes the system 
response time to the temperature change. 
The first order equivalent circuit is introduced for modeling a thermal microfluidic device 
in the previous section. Neglecting nonlinear effects in thermal components, a time constant is 
introduced for thermal microfluidic devices. The thermal time constant physically represents the 
response time of thermal microfluidic devices to the temperature change. 
Time constant in a linear time invariant system is the response of a system to a step 
function. In a thermal circuit, the RC time constant represents the thermal time constant 
associated with the thermal microfluidic device. Using circuit theory, the thermal time constant is 
defined for thermal microfluidic systems as: 
th thR C               (2.25) 
where , the thermal time constant, represents the temperature measurement speed in 
microfluidic device in seconds. 
As explained in the equivalent circuit model, the thermal time constant of a microfluidic 
system can be calculated using Equation (2.25). However, due to the assumptions in the 
calculations and fabrication parameter variations, this is only an estimation of actual time 
constant. Therefore, experiments are developed for measuring a thermal time constant in 
microfluidic devices. 
In this work, a step response test proposed by Baliga (Davaji et al. 2014) is used for 
measuring the thermal time constant of fabricated devices to reduce the estimation errors. The 
details of a step response test for microfluidic structures are presented in the next chapter after 
introducing the structure and principle of operation. 
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2.3 Thermal Microfluidic Device Design Considerations 
The thermal parameters for analyzing performance of thermal microfluidic devices were 
introduced in the previous section by reviewing heat transport in microfluidic systems and 
introducing the equivalent circuit model. A number of design considerations must be taken into 
account for achieving expected performance parameters. In this work, design considerations, 
derived from thermal system analysis, are reflected in a thermal microfluidic device through 
material selection and fabrication techniques. This section covers the detail of applying each of 
these considerations in design. 
 
 
2.4 Material Selection 
From its beginning in the 1980’s, microfluidic technology experienced an explosive 
growth in the 1990’s as it spread to the fields of biology, chemistry, and medical research (Ren et 
al. 2013). In the past decade, microfluidic technology has been revolutionized by introducing 
low-cost disposable devices. The material used for microfluidic devices is highly affected by the 
progresses in fabrication technology since the beginning of the microfluidic era (Whitesides 
2006). However, the functionality demanded by microfluidic devices has changed the choice of 
materials in recent years. Currently, two major trends are driving the material development and 
selection trends for microfluidic technology: demand for highly functional micro and nanoscale 
platforms for research and the low-cost, portable analysis requirement for mass production (Ren 
et al. 2013; Whitesides 2013). This section presents the material selection consideration for 
thermal microfluidic devices by reviewing the previous works. 
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2.4.1 Conventional Materials  
 Microfluidic fabrication technology in the beginning was highly impacted by remarkable 
miniaturization capabilities offered by the semiconductor fabrication industry (Whitesides 2006). 
The dominant materials at the early stage of the technology were silicon and glass(Iliescu et al. 
2012). The silicon processing technology provided the fabrication techniques for different 
structures at micro and sub microscale such as microchannel, mixers, droplet generators, filters 
and valves. Silicon and glass both have very good stability and non-reactivity, which make them 
suitable to use with different materials. 
Although silicon is a very well-known material with well-established fabrication 
techniques, it lacks the optical access and suffers from high manufacturing costs. At the 
beginning of microfluidic era, silicon was widely used to fabricate complex structures to process 
fluids, but it was replaced with new materials very fast. Glass is a clear substrate and due to the 
optical transparency and it’s non-reactive properties, it is widely used for microchannel 
fabrication(Chen et al. 2007; Kotowski et al. 2013). 
 Glass is an amorphous material that requires highly corrosive chemicals for 
micromachining, where developing an etch mask is yet a challenge for high aspect ratio etchings. 
Both silicon and glass are hard substrates and provide good mechanical properties but they are 
not gas permeable. Many biological experiments with living mammalian cells require gas 
permeability (Whitesides 2006). 
The complexity and cost of the silicon and glass fabrication processes were what 
provided the momentum to search for new materials and develop new techniques to fabricate 
microfluidic devices (Becker & Locascio 2002). Therefore, microfluidic devices require materials 
that offer simple and low-cost fabrication process and at the same time, it is essential to have 
optical access, gas permeability, and biocompatibility. 
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2.4.2 Polymer-based Structures 
Polymer based microfluidic devices came about several years after silicon/glass 
microfluidics but rapidly became the most common in the field due to their properties and are the 
most familiar ones to date (Ren et al. 2013). The polymers are transparent to light and offer gas 
permeability, and in some cases good biocompatibility. The most important benefits of polymer 
materials are the inexpensiveness and process simplicity. Different types of polymers are used for 
fabrication of microfluidic devices: elastomers, thermosets, and thermoplastics are the common 
polymers used in microfluidic device fabrication (Ren et al. 2013).  
The most popular elastomer in microfluidic device fabrication is polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS). PDMS is a nontoxic, inert, optically transparent, and electrically insulating 
(nonconductive) polymer (McDonald & Whitesides 2002). The elastomeric nature of PDMS 
allows remarkable flexibility, which makes it perfect for fabrication of simple pneumatic valves. 
Introducing pneumatic valves brings a unique controllability opportunity for microfluidic 
devices(Whitesides 2006).  
The fabrication process,  the most attention-grabbing side of the PDMS, features a liquid 
PDMS base mixed with a crosslinking agent which can be thermally ( 40 70 C
  ) cured over a 
micro fabricated mold (Ren et al. 2013; McDonald & Whitesides 2002; Stroock & Whitesides 
2002). The common fabrication process for PDMS microchannel is illustrated in Figure 2.3. 
Using the same techniques, a complex structure with multilayers and 3D integration can be 
fabricated (Thorsen et al. 2002; Unger et al. 2000). 
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Figure 2-3 Fabrication process of PDMS microchannel using simple photoresist mold.  
(McDonald & Whitesides 2002) 
 
Thermoplastics are the other group of actively used polymers to fabricate microfluidic 
devices. Thermoplastics can be reshaped after curing by heating them around their glass transition 
temperature. This exceptional thermoforming feature promotes their bonding and reshaping after 
curing and eases  industrial production (Ren et al. 2013; Roy et al. 2011). The common 
thermoplastics used for microfluidic device fabrication are Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), 
Polycarbonates (PC), Polystyrene (PS), Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET), and Polyvinylchloride 
(PVC) (Ren et al. 2013). Thermoplastics have two major drawbacks compared to elastomers; the 
thermoforming requires silicon or metal micro machined molds and it creates poor contacts with 
the other surfaces (Becker & Locascio 2002; Ren et al. 2013). 
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Thermosets are the third group of commonly used polymers for microfluidic device 
fabrication. The most commonly used thermosets are SU8 and Polyimide, which are adopted 
from the silicon microfabrication process. Thermosets are commonly used as a mold for 
elastomer-based microfluidic device fabrications, where they serve as negative photoresist (Ren 
et al. 2013) (Fiorini & Chiu 2005) (Fiorini et al. 2004). SU8 is a photo cross-linkable thermoset, 
developed by Microchem, and capable of forming high aspect ratio structures from sub-micron to 
few hundredths of a micron in thickness. Photo polymerization capability of thermosets allows 
3D microfabrication of microfluidic devices(Sato et al. 2006). Figure 2.4 shows the fabrication 
process microchannel using SU8 photoresist.  
 
Figure 2-4 Microstructure fabrication process using SU8 and lithography process  (Fiorini et al. 
2004) 
 
Thermosets, after cross-linking, form a rigid structure which makes it impossible to 
reshape it without damaging, results in the lack of flexibility limits in the applicability of 
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thermosets. The other drawback of the thermosets is high cost, which limits their applications in 
fabrication of microfluidic devices. 
 
2.4.3 2D Networks as Microfluidic Substrate 
Materials used for fabrication of microfluidic devices are reviewed in previous sections 
by highlighting the advantages and drawbacks. However, less than a decade ago, a new type of 
material was introduced to the field. In 2007, paper-based substrates were actually re-introduced 
as microfluidic channels, where the first chemical analytical techniques using paper-based 
substrates invented in 1943 by Martin and Synge, by developing chromatography technique. 
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Chapter 3 Device Design and Principle of Operation 
In this work, as described in the first chapter, we investigate the ability of thermal 
measurement methods for detecting microscale quantities. This chapter will introduce methods 
and designed structures for performing thermal measurements, and cover the theoretical 
background. The details of fabrication and experimental setup are covered in chapter 4, where the 
measurement results for each measurement technique are illustrated. 
This chapter introduces device designs and covers the operational principles for 
measuring physical or chemical processes using thermal microfluidic devices. The thermal 
equivalent circuit introduced in the previous chapter is used to investigate the heat transfer 
analysis in designed structures. Then, measurement principles for different physical and chemical 
quantities using heat transfer investigations are introduced. 
In this chapter, operation principles of developed microfluidic devices are covered, where 
thermal measurement methods are implemented to measure physical and chemical quantities. The 
first application is an on-chip micro calorimeter, where a novel structure is used for investigating 
thermal properties of liquid samples. The second application is a new method for counting the 
suspended particles in a suspension. The operation principle and device structure for these 
applications are introduced in this chapter.  
Chapter 3 continues by introducing the third application for thermal microfluidic devices, 
where the abilities and potential of thermal measurement techniques for low-cost Point of Care 
(POC) applications are studied. The last section introduces a microfluidic platform for measuring 
a single cell’s temperature response to external stimuli. This requires high control on fluid while 
the cell is precisely held in place. The principles of operation and the design for the structure of a 
single cell microfluidic platform is presented in the last section. 
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3.1 On-chip Micro Calorimeter 
Calorimetry is a family of techniques used to measure the change of heat in a substance. 
Chemical reactions, physical changes and interactions result in an energy transfer and 
consequently a change in heat. The released or absorbed heat is not a directly measurable 
quantity; however, investigating the heat transfer is possible though controlling and measuring 
the temperature. 
Through the development of heat transfer science, a number of systems have been 
produced to study heat transfer for performing calorimetry research. These systems often consist 
of a combination of heat sources (constant power) and/or temperature sources (constant 
temperature) and temperature sensors. Antoine-Laurent de Lavoisier, a French chemist, used the 
name calorimeter for the first time in 1780s. The series of experiments of Lavoisier and Pierre-
Simon Marquis de Laplace, a French mathematician, to study the heat quantities associated with 
state change of water led to the discovery that water molecules are composed from two atoms, 
hydrogen and oxygen. This was the beginning of thermochemistry, which is the use of 
calorimetry methods in chemistry. 
The origin of the current form of calorimetry was probably taken from 
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA), introduced in 1915. Thermogravimetry is the science and 
technique used to study the mass change of a sample due to a change in temperature, with respect 
to time or temperature change. Calorimetry evolved into its current form with the introduction of 
differential techniques, such as Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) and Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry (DSC). Differential measurement resolved the precision required for absolute 
magnitude measurement. However, developing the temperature measurement techniques led to 
the development of many non-differential modes of calorimetry.  
Since their first introduction, calorimetry techniques have been used for dramatically 
different applications, with many types of apparatus with different functionalities. Based on the 
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operation of a calorimeter, six main types were developed: adiabatic calorimeter, reaction 
calorimeter, bomb calorimeter, Calvet-type calorimeter, differential scanning calorimeter, and 
isothermal titration calorimeter.  
The adiabatic calorimeter was originally developed to measure heat capacity of materials 
at low temperatures (Tan et al. 2000; Miltenburg et al. 1998). In this type of calorimeter, all of the 
generated heat is used to increase the temperature of the sample while the surroundings do not 
experience any heat changes (Hemminger & Hohne 1984). In other words, thermal leakage of the 
sample to the substrate and surrounding is zero. However, in a practical sense, a fully adiabatic 
condition is not possible and the calorimeter operates in quasi-adiabatic condition. A 
mathematical correction factor is often used in this type of calorimetry, where the correction 
factor is the ratio of the combined thermal mass of the sample and substrate to the thermal mass 
of the substrate (Hemminger & Hohne 1984). 
The second type of calorimeters are reaction calorimeters, where a chemical reaction is 
investigated in an insulated environment. The high speed on-line measurement and high 
temperature sensitivity are the most important characteristics of this type of calorimeters (Irving 
& Wadsö 1964; Marison et al. 1998). Based on the methods of measuring generated heat due to 
the reaction, four types of reaction calorimeters are developed; heat flow, heat balance, power 
consumption, and constant flux. 
Another type of commonly used calorimeters are bomb calorimeters, which operate 
similarly to reaction calorimeters. The only difference is that bomb calorimeters operate at 
constant volume, which allows users to measure a combustion reaction with high pressure 
(Magee et al. 1998; Bech et al. 2009). The main applications of bomb calorimetry are in liquid 
and solid fuel testing (Bech et al. 2009) and the investigation of explosives (Ostmark et al. 2002).  
Calvet-type calorimeters operate based on measurement of heat flux to the ambient. The 
Calvet-type calorimeter is basically a three dimensional flux meter, constructed from the 
distribution of temperature sensors in the chamber of the calorimeter. This type of calorimeter is 
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largely used for high temperature analysis like the investigation of the thermodynamic properties 
of organic materials and enthalpies of sublimation (Mraw 1984; Santos et al. 2004).  
Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) is one of most commonly used calorimetry 
techniques. DSC consists of two identical calorimeters: a sample calorimeter and a reference 
calorimeter. DSC operates by measuring heat flow into the sample and comparing it to the heat 
flow to the reference. The twin design of DSC often operates in a temperature controlled 
environment. DSC has two operation modes: Differential Temperature Scanning Calorimetry 
(DTSC) and Differential Power Scanning Calorimetry (DPSC). The difference between these two 
modes is that the nature of heat source in which DTSC operates with is controllable heat flux 
while the DPSC operates by using a constant heat flux source (Hemminger & Hohne 1984). 
DCS is used for measuring different quantities of samples like glass transition 
temperature, i.e. melting and boiling points, crystallization time and temperature, heat of reaction, 
specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity, reaction kinetics, and purity (Yinping et al. 1999; 
Rupp & Birringer 1987; Nassu & Gonçalves 1999; Mucha & Królikowski 2003; Thomas 2008; 
Blumm & Kaisersberger 2001; Barros et al. 2011; Schawe 1995). 
Isothermal titration calorimeters are another type of calorimeter used for direct 
measurement of heat change caused by molecular interaction. This technique is widely used for 
interactions between proteins and small molecules such as other proteins, DNA, lipids, 
carbohydrates, and interactions between enzymes and inhibitors (Pierce et al. 1999; Leavitt & 
Freire 2001; Ladbury & Chowdhry 1996; Jelesarov & Bosshard 1999). 
With the calorimetry techniques and applications of different types of calorimeters 
introduced, the following section covers the operational principals of micro calorimeters. The 
introduced thermal considerations in micro calorimeter structure fabrication is implemented and 
analyzed by the developed thermal circuit. 
The microfluidic device in this section along with the fabrication details and 
measurement results were published in Biomicrofluidics Journal in 2014 by the author (Davaji et 
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al. 2014). Also, the experimental procedure for thermal measurement using fabricated devices 
was also published in the Journal of Visualized experiments (JoVE) by our group in 2015. 
 
3.1.1 Device Design 
The idea for a micro calorimeter was introduced in the early 1900s in London, when Hill 
published his micro calorimeter for the first time in 1911(Hill 1911). The development of micro 
calorimeters in the next half century appeared promising when Calvet predicted the availability of 
applicable micro calorimeters by the 1980s in his micro calorimetry book published in 1963 (E. et 
al. 1963). The predictions on the progress were legitimate, while the final practical product was 
not developed yet. 
In the late 90s, microfluidic technology was seriously considered to perform highly 
complicated processes. The microfluidic technology promised valuable advantages and yet 
scientists and engineers were still investigating it. In the past two decades, different micro 
calorimeters were developed (Lee et al. 2012; Iervolino et al. 2009; Zhuravlev & Schick 2010). 
However, describing them is difficult due to a variety of developed techniques and fabricated 
devices (Lee et al. 2012). 
Based on the structure of micro calorimeters (Figure 3.1), we can categorize them into 
two groups: open-chamber and closed-chamber. Open-chamber calorimeters are often called open 
micro drop calorimeters, where a small drop is placed on top of a micro machined structure. The 
thermal components are integrated at the location of drop. This type of calorimetry technique is 
user-friendly in terms of fluid handling, although the evaporation and precise volume control 
suffer in this configuration (Zhuravlev & Schick 2010). 
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Figure 3-1 Sectional view of open chamber calorimeter (a) and closed chamber calorimeter (b). 
 
The other category, closed-chamber configuration, was able to overcome the evaporation 
issue and offer precise control over volume. This type of micro calorimeters uses an integrated 
microfluidic channel to interface the samples to the measurement cite. Based on the calorimetry 
method, multiple input fluid paths can be used. However, fabrication of the micro calorimeter 
with closed-loop configuration is extremely complicated due to the fabrication process and 
multiple bonding requirements.  
In some cases, soft lithography is used to convert an open-chamber calorimeter structure 
to a closed-chamber micro calorimeter structure, where the sensitivity of measurements suffer 
due to the large thermal mass of polymer based micro channels. In addition, this type of planar 
structure has another fundamental problem.  The sensor, which lies on the same plane as the heat 
source, interferes with the heat flow path.  
This issue adds undesired complexity, requiring extra calculations and correction factors 
to obtain an accurate thermal measurement. Figure 3.2 illustrates different configurations of 
closed-chamber micro calorimeters in previous works. Although the heat flow pass in our 
suspended micro calorimeter chamber design is reduced by using a thin film substrate, the heat 
flow between the sensor and the source still experience a uniform path.  
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Figure 3-2 Closed chamber calorimeter configurations. 
 
 
In this work, we design and develop a micro calorimeter with closed-chamber 
configuration, where the precise control over sample volume is preserved while the device does 
not suffer from evaporation. Also, for uniformity of the heat flow through the samples, thermal 
elements are at two different sides of the measurement chamber. Another consideration in this 
design is to avoid using a high polymer base microchannel, resulting in lower device sensitivity. 
Schematic of the designed micro calorimeter is illustrated in Figure 3.3. 
In micro calorimeter design, it is important to consider the off-chip bonding in fabricating 
of an on-chip micro calorimeter, where it increases the complexity of fabrication processes.  
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Figure 3-3 Fabricated micro calorimeter chip and close-up view of schematic of suspended thin 
film chamber. 
 
In addition, to reduce the thermal mass of the structure, which increases the speed and 
sensitivity of micro calorimeters, the structure is fabricated only from a Silicon Nitride thin film. 
Also, to reduce the thermal link to the substrate and increase the thermal resistance of the 
chamber, the structure is suspended from substrate (handle wafer) through the implementation 
tethers in our design. 
The fabrication process, development, and material selection for fabricating the designed 
structure is presented in chapter 4. 
 
3.1.2 Micro Calorimeter Operation Principle 
In the last two decades, micro calorimeters were fabricated for many measurement 
punctualities and different applications(Lee et al. 2012). In this study, the proposed design for a 
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micro calorimeter was used to measure the thermal properties of fluid samples. In this section, the 
measurement methods for thermal diffusivity and specific heat of fluid samples is presented.  
Commonly, in micro calorimeters, thermal diffusivity measurement is implemented by 
3  (omega) measurement techniques. In 3  measurement, the phase of temperature variation is 
used for measuring the thermal diffusivity. Calibration of parameters with known thermal 
diffusivity (standard) are required for precise measurement. 
The other thermal diffusivity measurement techniques are non-steady-state techniques, 
where the transient variations of temperature are used for thermal diffusivity measurements. 
Laser flash method is a commonly used transient measurement method in micro calorimeters. 
Implementing the laser flash methods requires the adiabatic condition, where no thermal link to 
the surrounding is present. Nevertheless, in our structure, achieving adiabatic condition is not 
feasible due to the finite thermal resistance. 
The transient methods for the non-adiabatic conditions are implemented by developing a 
model for the heat loss due to the thermal leakage. The developed models will supply the 
correction factors and make it possible to use the transient methods while having finite thermal 
resistance. However, in our proposed design, due to complexity of the structure and fabrication 
process variation, developing a model for heat loss is too complex. 
In this work, heat penetration time measurement method for thermal diffusivity 
measurement is adopted to avoid complex heat loss analysis and reduce the effects of fabrication 
process variations. Heat penetration time measurement is a non-steady-state method, where the 
heat penetration time is measured from one side of a sample to other (through the sample) in 
order to determine thermal diffusivity. This technique is well suited for our design, where we 
have a sensor and a heater fabricated on both sides of the calorimeter chamber. By applying 
constant heat flux at the heater, the delay time of heat penetration through the sample is: 
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where 0t   is time delay, L  is length of the heat flow path (sample thickness), and   is thermal 
diffusivity of the sample in
2m
s
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. The measurement result of thermal diffusivity is presented in 
the next chapter after introducing the fabrication process and physical dimensions of the 
fabricated micro calorimeter. 
Measurement setup for thermal diffusivity measurement using heat penetration time is 
illustrated in the Figure 3.f.  
In the measurement setup shown in the diagram, the calorimeter is located inside thermal 
insulation to reduce the ambient noise in the measurements. A source meter is used to generate a 
DC pulse at the heater and at the sensor side. A current pre-amplifier is used to measure the 
temperature change precisely. Both signals, the DC pulse at heater and the temperature variation 
at the sensor, are recorded in real time by a computer controlled LabVIEW program. The 
recorded data from the data acquisition system is processed by a Matlab code to precisely 
measure the time delay by applying second derivative methods (Davaji et al. 2014). 
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Figure 3-4 The experimental setup for thermal diffusivity measurement using heat penetration 
time measurement concept. 
 
As explained at the beginning of this section, the designed micro calorimeter is capable 
of performing different calorimetry experiments. In the rest of this section, heat capacity 
measurement operation principles in micro calorimeters is covered. 
For specific heat measurement, common AC calorimetry techniques are used, where an 
alternating temperature is applied to the heater, and the amplitude and phase of the temperature 
variations at the sensor side are monitored. This type of AC calorimetry is called Thermal Wave 
Analysis (TWA). Garden et. al. first reported the implementation of TWA for measuring the 
specific heat of a sample[ref].  
TWA has two conditions: homogenous temperature distribution in a sample and quasi-
adiabatic condition. The quasi-adiabatic condition is satisfied in the calorimeter by: 
int
1
 

                (3.2) 
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where   is the frequency of applied alternating power to the heater and, int  and   are the time 
it takes for heat to diffuse into the sample and thermal real action time of the sample to the 
environment, respectively. Having this condition satisfied in the calorimeter, a measurement for 
the specific heat of the sample can be determined by measuring amplitude of the AC variation of 
the temperature at sensor side, caused by applied alternating excitation to the heater. The specific 
heat relation in TWA is: 
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               (3.3) 
Where 
pc  is specific heat  J kg K  , oC  is a dimensionless input power correction 
factor, inP  is input power in  W  ,  is excitation frequency, m  is the mass of the sample and 
ACT  is temperature variations. Figure 3.5 illustrates the measurement setup for specific heat 
measurement. 
 
 
Figure 3-5 The experimental setup for specific heat measurement using Thermal Wave 
Analysis (TWA) technique. 
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As shown in the measurement setup diagram, a signal generator is used to generate 
alternating heat flux at the heater and a lock-in amplifier is used to detect the variation of 
temperature at the sensor side with high precision. The measurement result is presented in chapter 
4. 
 
3.2 Thermal Particle Detector 
The first chapter explained that the capabilities of thermal measurements in small scales 
for different physical and chemical quantities is the focus of this research. In the previous section, 
we presented a micro calorimeter design for measuring thermal properties of liquid samples. In 
this section, we introduce the implementation of thermal conductivity measurement for micro 
particle detection in suspensions. 
Using calorimetry, thermal conductivity can be measured. In this section, we propose to 
use the thermal conductivity change when particles with different thermal conductivity are added 
to the detection site.  
Currently, optical methods are used for particle counting using a camera or photo 
detector. The complex optics and large size of the measurement setup has resulted in particle 
counting technologies being expensive. Usually this device offers another feature, cytometry, 
which identifies micro particles and provides the material properties and the particle sizes. 
However, thermal measurement techniques can dramatically reduce the size and 
complexity of measurements. In this section, the operational principle and design of a 
microfluidic platform for thermal particle detection is presented. 
The microfluidic particle detection was invented and introduced for the first time at the 
Nanoscale Devices Laboratory at Marquette University, in collaboration with Dr. G. Walker’s 
group and North Carolina State University. The developed thermal method for micro particle 
detection is patented and the results were published in 2014 (Walker et al. 2015). The 
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measurement setup and experimental procedure is published in the video Journal of Visualized 
Experiments (JoVE) (Davaji, B., Lee 2015).   
 
 
3.2.1 Device Design 
For measuring the change in the thermal conductivity in a micro calorimeter, we 
proposed to use a simple thin film membrane structure with an integrated PDMS micro channel 
on top. Since the change in the thermal conductivity is measured for micro particle detection, 
precise measurement of absolute values of thermal conductivity is not required. The device 
design is optimized to reduce unnecessary fabrication complexities, where accuracy of the 
thermal mass and thermal time constant measurements are sacrificed as a result. 
Figure 3.6 illustrates the proposed structure for fabricating a thermal particle detector. 
The device consists of a micro machined thin film membrane with an integrated resistive thermal 
element. Then, a PDMS micro channel is bonded on top of the device. 
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Figure 3-6 The thermal particle detector device. (A) Shows the top view and (B) sectional view. 
 
3.2.2 Operation Principle 
When the flow is passing through the channel, thermal conductivity of fluid, thermal 
resistance of structure, and the flow profile are affecting heat transfer in the channel. Having a 
stable flow in the channel, the device will experience an equilibrium condition after a finite time. 
In this situation, when fluid properties change, the heat transfer in the channel will be affected 
due to the overall thermal conductivity change in the channel. 
This change in properties of the fluid could be caused by introducing a different fluid or 
having suspended particles within passing flow. The particles passing through the channel will 
result in thermal conductivity change, which can be detected using a simple proposed thermal 
measurement. 
When a suspended particle, in this case a polymer micro sphere or a polystyrene (PS) 
bead, enters the micro channel, the heat transfer equilibrium is disturbed and the thermal 
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conductivity change will result in temperature change. This transient temperature change is 
measurable with thin film RTD integrated on the membrane. 
The changes in total thermal conductivity will be based on the combined heat 
conductivity of the bead and fluid. In this research, effective medium theory (EMT) was adopted 
to model and calculate an average thermal conductivity of the suspension (fluid and suspended 
micro particle). The combined thermal conductivity can be written as (Vutha et al. 2014): 
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where the 
ck  , bk  and wk  are total thermal conductivities of the combined water and suspended 
beads, beads, and fluid, respectively. 
In the experimental setup, heat transfer disturbance and heat conductivity change in the 
channel due to the presence of a suspended micro particle are shown in Figure 3.7 
 
 
 
Figure 3-7 Experimental setup for thermal particle detection test. 
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In this device, two thin film RTD sensors are used as a heat source and as a temperature 
sensor. The RTD sensor is activated by constant DC current bias. The generated heat at RTD by 
Joule heating is used as a constant power source, where the variations of resistance of RTD due to 
temperature change is neglected. A source/meter instrument, in 4-wire configuration, 
continuously measures the RTD’s resistance. The 4-wire configuration is used to bypass the 
effect of lead resistance change. 
The source/meter is controlled by a LabVIEW program and constantly acquires 
measurement data. The measured resistance change profile is converted to temperature by a 
Matlab code.  
The measurement results and discussions on device performance are presented in Chapter 
4. The proposed measurement device is simple, yet effective, and requires only a resistance 
measurement, while industrial techniques for particle detection are very complicated and costly. 
 
3.3 Paper-based Calorimetric Sensor 
In this section, the calorimetric detection for portable applications is presented. Thermal 
detection techniques are used to detect chemicals and biochemical using paper-based devices. 
The released or absorbed heat by a reaction on a paper-based channel is used to quantify the 
concentration of sample. Paper-based devices are commonly used for medical diagnostic 
application and few successful commercialized applications are currently available in the market. 
In recent years, research in the medical devices field has substantially changed by 
technology development. The medical devices are categorized based on their functionality in 
three groups: diagnostic devices, therapeutic devices, and assistive devices. All medical device 
fields are growing at exceedingly rapid rate in the last two decades. 
Common trends are recognized in all three fields of medical devices in both medical 
industry and academic research. Portability is a highly demanded feature with medical devices. 
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Patient side diagnostic devices and point of care (PoC) therapeutic devices are both highly active 
fields. 
The portable diagnostic devices are mostly known for the portable Glucose meter 
products, which play an essential and lifesaving role for diabetic patients. In addition, pregnancy 
strip tests, water quality strips, portable heart rate sensors, and digital blood pressure sensors are 
other types of portable diagnostic medical devices. 
In the second category, portable therapeutic devices have developed dramatically in 
recent years. The progress on portable insulin micro pumps and controlled drug release implants 
are well known examples of portable devices. 
The recent developments in portable medical device technology are mostly initiated 
based on the fabrication technology developments. The complexities in some of the developed 
techniques are the main reason that makes it difficult to implement them. The complexity of the 
operation, required special training, stability over time, and cost of fabrication has pushed the 
portable device industry toward developing simple yet effective technologies.  
Paper-based devices, where the liquid sample transport on the paper substrate by 
capillary action is used instead of micro channels and micro pumps, is a good example of a 
portable and simple technology. PH test strips and pregnancy test strips are well known examples 
of paper-based, microfluidic devices. 
This section covers the details of thermal detection technology on paper-based 
microfluidic devices. The thermal detection technique is proposed and used for the first time in 
this work and it resulted in a US patent (Lee & Davaji 2014). The paper-based calorimetric 
detection sensor idea and measurement results are published in Biosensors and Bioelectronics in 
2014 (Davaji & Lee 2014). The experiment setup and measurement techniques are published in a 
video journal (Davaji, B., Lee 2015). 
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3.3.1 Paper-based Technology 
Paper-based microfluidic technology is an unexpectedly old technology. The first paper-
based chemical analytical technique was the Nobel Prize winning idea of the chromatography 
technique presented by Archer John Porter Martin and Richard Laurence Millington Synge in 
1943. Subsequently, Muller introduced the first paper-based microfluidic immunoassay in 1949. 
The PH test strip, a well-identified PH measurement sensor, was invented even earlier. In 1909, 
Soren Peder Pauritz Sorenson, a Danish chemist, invented the paper PH test strips [ref] using the 
technology developed by a French scientist, Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac, in 1800s. 
More recently, Whitesides group at Harvard University re-introduced and revolutionized 
the applications of paper-based technology by developing the highly sensitive paper-based 
sensors with diverse functionalities in 2007. In the meantime, paper-based technology used for 
developing low-cost and disposable devices has been studied extensively in the last few years. 
Paper-based technology uses capillary action of fluid in fibrous substrate for fluid 
transport. In fact, the capillary action driven fluid resulted in simple, inexpensive operation 
technology. However, as the results of the research demonstrated, this technology can deliver 
high functionality and high precision while still preserving the simplicity and cost efficiency. 
The micro fabricated paper-based devices are currently used for immunoassay, bio 
detection, environmental monitoring, glucose level measurement, cell culture substrate, bio fuel 
cells, and many other applications (Cate et al. 2015; Ellerbee et al. 2009; Lankelma et al. 2012; 
Martinez et al. 2010; Martinez, Phillips & Whitesides 2008; Martinez, Phillips, Wiley, et al. 
2008; Nie et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2015; La et al. 2015; Desmet et al. 2015). 
In paper-based microfluidic devices, the most commonly used detection techniques are 
colorimetric detection, electrochemical detection, fluorescence, chemiluminescence, and 
electrochemiluminescence. However, the first two, colorimetric and electrochemical detection, 
are widely used while the other introduced techniques have limited applications. 
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The colorimetric detection works based on detection of color changes (intensity or 
wavelength) due to a reaction of reagents and samples. These changes are recorded with a 
camera, spectroscopy, and photodiodes or even with human eyes. This technique often generates 
qualitative or semi-quantitative [results based on detection instruments. Frequently, the detection 
instruments require complex optical setup  or advanced signal-processing software , which limits 
the applicability of these techniques for portable and disposable devices. 
The other issue with colorimetric detection is developing the pigment dyes for 
colorimetric detection which change color or intensity due to the reagent and sample reaction. 
Furthermore, bonding synthesized dyes to the reagents results in an extra complexity, which 
limits the stability of developed devices.  
In the electrochemical detection technique, the conductivity change of the sample caused 
by the reaction is monitored and used to quantify the reaction. The readout of this technique is an 
electrical signal, which represents the electrical conductivity of the sample. Commercialized 
portable glucose meters use electrochemical detection to measure the blood glucose level. The 
electrochemical detection results are quantized values. Due to the simplicity of electrical 
measurement, it is very good candidate for portable measurements. However, the applications of 
electrochemical detection techniques are only limited to the reaction with electroactive 
byproducts.  
Considering potential of thermal measurement methods, we proposed to use the thermal 
measurement method as a detection mechanism on paper-based devices. As the reagent and 
sample reaction causes the enthalpy change, the generated temperature can be used to quantify 
the progress of reaction and the concentration of substances with precise control on the volume. 
In next section, the proposed device structure and integrated temperature sensor is introduced. 
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3.3.2 Device Design 
The proposed device for calorimetric detection on paper-based devices consists of three 
main parts: temperature sensor, substrate, and paper-based microfluidic channel.  This section 
introduces the structure of the device and the principle of operation along with the 
characterization, which are covered more extensively in the next section. 
Yeager group at The University of Washington intensively investigated the capillary 
action in paper fiber networks. They found that in 2D paper networks, fluid transport velocity can 
be controlled by changing the geometry of paper (Fu et al. 2011).  Furthermore, they illustrated 
the capability of performing sophisticated chemical processes using paper-based microfluidic 
devices. In addition, the chemical signal amplification by changing the design of paper-based 
channel structure was investigated (Fu et al. 2010). 
In general, the designed structure can be fabricated using a paper sheet with three major 
techniques; printing, lithography, and cutting(Cate et al. 2015).  In printing techniques, 
hydrophobic polymer is printed to block the fluid flow paths in paper to construct a microchannel 
on paper. The common technique in the printing approach for paper microchannel fabrication is 
to use a wax printer and thermally anneal the printed wax to completely diffuse to the paper. In 
the lithography technique, a photo sensitive polymer is used to block the unwanted fluid paths on 
paper and only leave the channel structure by using photolithography techniques. 
In both of these methods, the process channel can be exposed to undesirable 
contaminations like the polymer solvents. The printed polymers diffuse into the paper fibrous 
network and limit the resolution of fabrication where the thermal post processes can intensify this 
polymer redistribution. 
To avoid the issues with the introduced methods, we proposed to make the channel 
structure using cutting techniques. The paper cutting technique offers great control on the 
resolution of channel by eliminating the polymer diffusion and the fabricated paper micro 
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channels do not suffer from contamination. The details of fabrication of paper using a desktop 
knife plotter is covered in Chapter 4. 
The different designs for controlling the fluid transport velocity, reaction volume, and 
signal amplifications are considered. The different of the designed and cut geometries are 
demonstrated in Figure 3.8. 
 
 
Figure 3-8 Knife plotter cut paper strips, ready for integrating with substrate and RTD 
temperature sensor. 
 
 
3.3.3 Operation Principle 
In the proposed design for the calorimetric paper-based microfluidic device, a reaction 
site is located on top of a temperature sensor to detect the reaction temperature. The reagent is 
immobilized on the reaction site and reacts when the sample is introduced to the paper-based 
microchannel. The reaction temperature is continually monitored by an integrated RTD sensor. 
Figure 3.9 illustrated the designed structure. 
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Figure 3-9 schematic of paper-based device with calorimetric detection. 
 
The design of paper micro channels is specific to the volume of the sample and the 
reagent. To avoid mechanical disturbances, the entrance tail is added to the design of 
microchannel with L and F shapes. In the L shaped microchannel design, a small L-shaped tail is 
used to introduce samples. In F shape microchannel design, two tails are used for introducing the 
reagent and sample. 
In this device, the RTD sensor is used for temperature measurements. As explained 
earlier, RTD sensors are linear in the range of our measurements (0 to 150 oC) and have larger 
sensitivity compared to  thermocouples.  The RTD is integrated into the metal substrate with the 
shadow masking technique and the thermal evaporation of nickel. The integrated RTD is 
illustrated in Figure 3.11. A thin (100μm) layer of polyimide film is added to protect the RTD 
from corrosive chemicals. 
To explore the capabilities of the thermal measurement method as a functional analytical 
device, three different reactions are investigated in this study. The reactions selected are among 
the most commonly used reactions in analytical devices: enzyme based catalytic reaction, DNA 
cleavage reaction and protein binding reaction. 
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The first reaction is glucose reduction and oxidation reaction using the Glucose Oxidase 
(GOD) Enzyme. The catalytic reaction of GOD enzyme with glucose converts glucose to 
gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide [ref]. The oxidation reaction of glucose results in an 
enthalpy change of  80 kJH mol   . The catalytic reaction of glucose oxidation is 
exothermic (negative enthalpy change) and increases the surrounding temperature by releasing 
heat: 
2 2 2cos
GODDGlu e O DGlucono Lactone H O          (3.5) 
From measuring the temperature change, the concentration of the reduced glucose can be 
quantified by following equation: 
p p
T
n C
H
 
  
 
      (3.6) 
where 
pn  is the number of moles of product, pC  is the heat capacity of system, T  is the 
measured temperature change caused by the reaction, and H  is the molar enthalpy change. 
Details of GOD enzyme activation, buffer preparation, and glucose sample handling and 
procedures are covered in the material section in Chapter 4, where the measurement results for 
blood glucose standards are presented. 
The deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) strand cleavage for DNA concentration detection is 
selected as the second case for implementation of calorimetric detection in paper-based 
microfluidic device. In this work, hydrogen peroxide (reagent), a good source of hydroxyl groups, 
is used to react with DNA. Intracellular iron from ferritin reacts and catalyzes the formation of 
hydroxyl groups in hydrogen peroxide, these hydroxyl groups cleaves DNA and breaks the DNA 
strands.  
The cleavage of the strands is an exothermic reaction that releases heat to the 
surroundings. Concentration of the DNA is measured by recording the temperature change using 
the developed paper-based sensor. The sample and reagent preparation and experimental 
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procedure for measuring the concentration of DNA by the described method is presented in 
Chapter 4. 
Finally, in the last experiment, the capabilities of the calorimetric detection technique in 
paper-based microfluidic devices are investigated for protein binding investigation. Protein 
binding investigation is an important field of biochemical research, which has many applications 
in disease detection, drug discovery, drug delivery, and biomarker research. The calorimetric 
microfluidic devices have3 been used for investigating protein binding in previous work. 
However, here we propose to use a paper-based device, which offers a simple and inexpensive 
method for portable and disposable applications. The measurement results are presented in the 
next chapter. 
 
 
3.4 Single Cell Temperature Measurement 
Living cells are building blocks of life and fundamental understanding of their behavior 
is critical to answer many biological questions. The biological function and malfunction of living 
cells are the origin of the health and illness. Biological and medical researchers are actively 
studying the responses of living cells to different stimuli for disease detection, drug discovery, 
and drug delivery research (Davaji et al. 2015). 
In this section, we propose to use a thermal measurement method to develop a 
microfluidic platform for single cell behavior investigations. The presented devices, fabrication 
processes, and results are presented in Transducers 2015 (Davaji et al. 2015). This section 
introduces the advantage of single cell analysis, explains the disadvantages of studying cells in 
population, and reviews the single cell temperature measurement techniques. Afterwards, a 
microfluidic platform for capturing a single cell and measuring the temperature of a single cell is 
introduced. 
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3.4.1 Introduction 
Historically, it is common to investigate a large population of cells together, when it was 
considered acceptable to use the average data. However, it was discovered that such analysis 
could result in misleading information. Recent work on gene expression, protein expression 
levels, and phenotypic outputs prove that single cell responses are different from the average 
response of a population, which shows the importance of single cell analytical techniques. 
Single cell analysis requires developing special tools to precisely control the location of a 
single cell and changing the cell culture media continuously. Many devices are designed and 
developed using microfluidic technology for single cell detection and manipulation. Although 
many advanced designs with complicated structures are proposed for single cell biology and 
medical genomics, many of these devices are not practical. Most of these designs lack the ability 
to fully control the trapped cell and/or the flow of the media without disturbing the fluid. 
It is scientifically proven that many intracellular processes such as cell division, 
metabolism, and gene expression result in heat exchange (Donner et al. 2012). In this work, we 
propose to develop a microfluidic platform to investigate the cell responses and intracellular 
processes by measuring the temperature of a single cell. The single cell calorimetry idea is a 
powerful tool for single cell metabolism analysis and cancer research (Lee et al. 2012), although 
the developed devices are not applicable for continuous temperature monitoring over time. 
Currently, intracellular temperature mapping for single cells mostly uses indirect methods 
such as florescent thermometry, i.e. by dye coated nanoparticles or fluorescent proteins (Okabe et 
al. 2012; Gota et al. 2009; Donner et al. 2012; Hayashi et al. 2015). This technique requires the 
manipulation of cells and complex optical excitation and measurement instruments, where using 
the direct temperature measurement avoids such issues. The only reported method for direct 
temperature measurement of a single cell used a tiny thermocouple tip (Wang et al. 2011), where 
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the thermal contact area of the probe and the thermal mass of the probe limited the resolution of 
this technique. 
 
 
 
3.4.2 Operation Principle 
The proposed device structure is adopted from a planar patch clam device using the 
pressure difference. The microfluidic structure has a membrane with a tiny hole (3 – 5 µm 
diameter) at the center. There are two microfluidic channels at both sides of this membrane, 
where the hole (capturing cite) connects these two channels. The sectional view of the membrane 
with single cell capturing site is illustrated in Figure 3.10. 
 
Figure 3-10 Microfluidic platform for temperature measurement of a single cell. 
 
The pressure difference in two microfluidic channels results in a drag force across the 
membrane through the capturing site. The hole diameter is smaller than the cell diameter, so that 
the cell does not pass through. The drag force towards the negative pressure will immobilize a 
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single cell at the location of capturing site at center of membrane. The schematic of the proposed 
platform is demonstrated in Figure 3.11. 
Controlling the pressure ratio in two channels immobilizes the captured cell over time, 
where the direction of flow and the flow rate can be adjusted. The proposed structure allows full 
control over flow after capturing a cell, which makes it possible to remove the excess cells form 
the channel (flushing the channel) and introduce the media to the cell. 
3-11 Figure 3-12 Sectional-view of fabricated platform shows the cell capturing and 
immobilization mechanism. 
 
At the membrane, a thin film RTD sensor is integrated to measure the temperature 
change continuously. In addition, to reduce the ambient temperature noise, the temperature is 
measured differentially by integrating the second RTD from the capturing site in the microfluidic 
channel. Since most of the biological experiments are conducted using the inverted microscope 
with high magnification lenses, the device structure is modified to be compatible with the 
biological microscope. The schematic of the modified microfluidic platform is shown in Figure 
3.12.  
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Figure 3-13 Sectional-view of converted platform to inverted configuration. 
 
The fabrication process and the results of cell capturing, including the capturing pressure 
characteristics, are presented in chapter 4.  
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Chapter 4 Results and Discussions 
In this chapter, the experimental results and discussions are independently presented for 
each application introduced in chapter 3. This chapter covers process development and device 
fabrication process for designed microfluidic devices with thermal measurements. Then, the 
experimental setup and measurement results are provided. At the end of each section, 
performance of the device is evaluated and verified in a discussion part, where the potential and 
capabilities of each device are highlighted. 
 
4.1 Micro Calorimeter 
The micro calorimeter device, introduced in chapter 3, consists of thermal components 
(heater and sensor), suspended chamber, and microfluidic channels. Next section will provide a 
detailed fabrication process for micro calorimeter device. Next section covers the characterization 
of fabricated micro calorimeter device. Then, the experimental setup and material preparation are 
presented with focus on electrical measurements. Finally, the measured results are analyzed and 
the performance of device are evaluated in last section. 
 
4.1.1 Fabrication 
In microfluidic devices, different types of heat source such as preheat liquid circulation 
[ref], Joule heating elements [ref], microwave heating sources [ref], and chemical reactions [ref] 
are reported. In this work, Joule heating generated by passing current through resistive element is 
used, which allows homogeneous heating over a wide temperature range of operation, precise 
control over heating [ref], and simplification of fabrication process by symmetry to the 
temperature sensor. 
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In fabrication of this device, Resistive Temperature Detector (RTD) sensors are used. 
RTD sensors offer high stability [ref], accuracy [ref] and linearity in operation range [ref], and 
can be integrated simply to the micro fabricated structures. The RTD sensors are resistive 
elements, commonly made with platinum, nickel, and nickel-iron alloys, where the resistance of 
RTD changes with temperature. In this work, evaporated nickel thin films are used as RTD 
devices. 
The simplified form of Callendar-Van Dusen equation [Ref] provides the resistance 
relationship with temperature change in RTDs: 
 1Rm NiR R T                        (4.1) 
where RmR  is the resistance of RTD at room temperature, Ni  is the temperature coefficient of 
resistance for deposited nickel thin film, and T  is the temperature change. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-1 SEM image of completed suspended chamber fabrication. 
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The micro calorimeter device is fabricated by bulk micromaching of silicon wafer. The 
fabricated on-chip micro calorimeter device is shown in Figure 4.1. In this section, device 
fabrication processes are covered in details. 
 
The fabrication process starts with thermally growing 250nm SiO2 on a four-inch single 
crystal silicon wafer. Then, 0.5µm low stress SiN film is deposited by Low Pressure Chemical 
Vapor Deposition (LPCVD) process. The SiN layer in this device is used for fabricating 
suspended chamber structure and it acts as a chemical etching mask though the process. 
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Figure 4-2 Fabrication process of micro calorimeter. 
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First, the thermal elements (resistive heater and RTD sensor) are patterned (Figure 4.2 (a)) 
on both sides of wafer (symmetric) using photolithography process and a double-sided contact 
mask aligner. Then, the SiN and SiO2 layers are etched by Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) process 
(Figure 4.3(a)) and Buffered Oxide Etching (BOE) process (Figure 4.3(b)), respectively. Then, the 
exposed silicon in patterns are etched using isotropic wet silicon etching solution (Poly Etch) to 
form a 5µm undercuts. The undercut formed in this step is used in the last steps of fabrication as 
thermal elements. The formed overhung structure on top of etched silicon parts, as shown in Figure 
4.3(C), acts as a self-shadow masking layer in metallization step. 
 
Figure 4-3 Fabrication process of RTDs where overhang structure is used for self-shadow 
masking in metallization step (nickel deposition.) 
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In the next step, second layer of SiN film (0.5µm) is deposited using LPCVD. The 
chamber patterns are printed on top of the wafer using photolithography process and a contact 
aligner. The SiN and SiO2 layers are removed using RIE and BOE, respectively to expose the 
silicon. Then, the silicon is etched using anisotropic wet chemical etching (KOH) process at 60oC 
for 12hrs (the process is self-terminating). The KOH etching process forms the calorimeter 
chamber. The cross-sectional view of the chamber at this step is shown in Figure 4.2(b). 
Then, the third layer of SiN film (LPCVD, 0.5µm) is deposited on the wafer. In this step, 
the microfluidic channel structures, microfluidic input and output interfaces, and chamber 
isolation area are fabricated all together. The patterns of microfluidics and chamber isolation area 
are printed using a lithography process on the backside of the wafer. Then, silicon at the printed 
pattern is exposed using etching of SiN and SiO2 layers by RIE and BOE, respectively. The 
second KOH process is used at 60oC for 12hrs to remove the silicon all the way to the other side 
of the wafer. This process is self-terminating at this step. 
After this step, the suspended SiN film chamber structure is formed with 200nL volume 
and chamber wall thickness is 0.5µm. The micro fabricated chambers are suspended using tether 
structures. The cross-sectional view of the chamber at this step is shown in Figure 4.2(c). 
In next step, the 40nm of nickel film is deposited separately on each side of wafer using 
thermal evaporation process. The evaporated nickel formed the resistive heater and RTD 
temperature sensor. The close up image of the RTD sensor and the device after metallization are 
shown in Figure 4.4. 
The last step in fabrication is thermally bonding thin polyimide layer (Kapton tape) to the 
backside of the devices after breaking the wafer into the dies at 70ºC for 2hrs on top of a hotplate. 
The polyimide film will close the exposed area at microfluidic and chamber and form a sealed 
structure. 
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Figure 4-4 Micro Calorimeter device (a) optical image of suspended chamber with integrated 
RTD, (b) schematic of RTD integration to a suspended thin film structure, (c) top-view of completed 
micro calorimeter device. 
 
 
4.1.2 Device Characterization 
This section covers the characterization of fabricated micro calorimeter device. The 
characterization has two steps; RTD sensor calibration, and DC characterization of micro 
calorimeter for measuring thermal time constant of device. 
The electrical resistance of fabricated thin film RTD is measured between 1 4k    for 
70-30nm thickness of deposited nickel film. In bulk, the TCR of nickel is reported 
36 10 / oC .  
However, in thin film metals, based on the thickness of the deposited film and grain size of the 
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metal, the mean free path of electrons are changing due to the scattering [ref]. Therefore, the TCR 
must be measured with lower values comparing to bulk. 
In this work, a measurement setup is designed and assembled to measure the TCR of 
fabricated thin film RTD. The TCR of fabricated device is 
32.58 10 / oC  and has very high 
linearity 
 2 0.9999R 
 for calibrated 
 10 50oC
 range. 
In the second step, the step response of the fabricated calorimeter is used for measuring 
the thermal parameters of fabricated structure for calculating the thermal time constant of device. 
The micro calorimeter chamber is filled with DI water to perform the step response test. Then, a 
current pulse is applied to the heater by a source/meter (Keithley 2400) and the resistance change 
in sensor is measured by another source/meter by applying constant bias current (0.1mA). Both 
source/meters are computer controlled by a custom-made LabVIEW program. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-5 Step response test result from micro calorimeter device, where the chamber is filled 
with DI water. 
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From step response curve, thermal resistance and thermal mass and the time constant of 
micro calorimeter are 
 58.87 K W ,  
36.63 10 J
K

 and 
 1.33 s
, respectively. Later in 
measurement section these thermal parameters are used for characterization of liquid samples. 
The step response curve of micro calorimeter is shown in Figure 4.5. 
 
4.1.3 Experimental Results 
As explained in chapter 3, developed micro calorimeter is capable of measuring thermal 
diffusivity of samples and specific heat of the sample. Heat penetration time measurement and 
TWA methods are used to measure thermal diffusivity and specific heat, respectively. 
Thermal diffusivity of sample is quantified by measuring heat penetration time from 
heater to the sensor, when the heater is pulsed with a current pulse. In Figure 4.6(a), concept of 
heat penetration time measurement is illustrated. Since the measurement is time sensitive between 
input pulse at heater and measured temperature profile at sensor, a MATLAB code is used to 
extract the exact time (arrival time). The second derivative of the received signal is used for 
determining the exact location of the arrival pulse at sensor. The arrival time measurement of heat 
pulse to the sensor using second derivative method is shown in Figure 4.6 (b). 
The thermal diffusivity of glycerol is measured using this technique and the measured 
value  
 289.94 10 m s  is shown less than 8% error compared to the reported thermal diffusivity for 
glycerol [ref]. 
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Figure 4-6 Penetration time measurement results and using the 2nd-derivative to measure the 
exact value of arrival time. 
 
  
In specific heat measurement as described in chapter 3, TWA method is used, where an 
alternating heat is generated at the heater and travels through the sample. The detected temperature 
at the sensor is used to calculate the specific heat of the device. 
The specific heat of DI-water is measured by the TWA method and using micro calorimeter 
device. The measured value is in good agreement (~5% error) with reported value (Table 4.1). 
Same technique is applied to measure specific heat of ionic liquids for the first time, where the 
specific heat of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide ([EMIM][Tf2N]), 
1-buthyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate ([BMIM][PF6]), 1-hexyl-3-
methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate ([HMIM][PF6]), and 1-methyl-3-octylimidazolium 
hexafluorophosphate ([OMIM][PF6]), are measured and reported in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4-1 measured specific heat values 
 
4.1.4 Discussion 
The micro calorimeter devices with 200nL volume chambers are fabricated and used to 
measure thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity of liquid samples. The designed structure 
benefits from the symmetric design of the thermal elements where the structure provides 
homogenous heat transfer to reduce fringing effects. 
Using thin film suspended structure leads to a reduction in thermal mass and an increase 
in the sensitivity of thermal measurements; however the structure is fragile to work with high 
viscosity samples. In addition, the difficulties in cleaning the chamber and microfluidics make it 
almost a single use device. The other point learned from the device is, the microfluidic interfacing 
and leak in the tubing need to be optimized in future work, where the first step will be moving 
them apart to enhance interfacing. 
The advantages and disadvantages of fabricated on-chip micro calorimeter are presented. 
These characteristics define limitation for using this technology for real application mostly due to 
the cost of fabrication. This device is good for measuring very rare and costly samples. 
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4.2 Thermal Particle Detection Platform 
The introduced microfluidic platform for thermal detection of suspended particles in 
chapter 3 consists of silicon substrate with a SiN membrane, a thin film RTD, and a PDMS 
microchannel. The first section provides a detailed fabrication process for silicon substrate and 
PDMS microchannel. The second section covers the experimental setup are for different sizes of 
suspended particles. Finally, the characteristics of output signals (resistance change) for different 
particle sizes are discussed in detail in the last section. 
 
4.2.1 Device Fabrication 
The silicon device (substrate and membrane) fabrication starts with growing SiO2 
(250nm) and depositing LPCVD SiN film (0.5µm) on both sides of a single crystal silicon wafer. 
Then, the membrane pattern is printed on the bottom of the wafer, using a photomask and optical 
contact lithography technique. In next step, the SiN and SiO2 layers in printed patterns are 
removed by RIE and BOE etching, respectively. 
In the next step, KOH process removed the silicon at patterned structure all the way to 
form SiN membranes at top of the wafer. To integrate RTD sensors, a 40 nm nickel film is 
deposited on top of the wafer and RTD structures are patterned on surface using the second 
photomask. Using the metal etchant (HCl:HNO3:DI, 1:5:5) the excess metal parts are removed 
and RTD is formed on top of membrane. The RTD sensors on top of SiN membrane is shown in 
Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4-7 Fabricated device before microchannel binding, (A) the 3D view side view of 
fabricated platform, (B) completed silicon-based device with integrated RTD. 
 
The PDMS microfluidic channels are fabricated with soft lithography technique by using 
an SU8 mold. The mold is fabricated using the lithography process and negative photoresist 
(SU8) is patterned and developed the mold for PDMS channels. This technique for fabricating 
SU8 mold is introduced earlier in chapter 2 (Figure 2.3). 
The PDMS microfluidic channels are fabricated by pouring the mixed elastomer resin 
and hardener on top of the SU8 mold. Then, it is thermally cured at 70ºC for 2 hrs. The cured 
channels are peeled off from SU8 mold. The PDMS fabrication process is shown in Figure 2.4. 
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The fabricated channels are aligned with RTD sensors under optical microscope and 
bonded to the SiN surface. The completed device with bonded PDMS channel is illustrated in 
Figure 4.8. 
 
 
Figure 4-8 Thermal particle device platform after aligning and bonding of PDMS, 
microchannel to the membrane. 
 
For connecting microfluidic tubes to channel inlet and outlet, and connecting RTD 
sensors to electrical measurement instruments, a measurement setup holder (jig) for interfacing is 
developed. The custom jig acts as a device holder to support the fabricated microfluidic device 
and provide electrical interfacing and improves the microfluidic connections to device. The 
designed jig is fabricated by 3D printing Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) thermoplastic.  
 
4.2.2 Experimental Results 
In this experiment, two different sizes of polystyrene (PS) microspheres are used. The 
first is 90µm diameter PS beads and the second is 200µm dimeter PS beads. Since the PS has 
higher density (1.05 g/cm3) than water, a mixture of water and glycerol is used as a buffer. The 
density of mixture is tuned to match the density of PS beads, which allows beads to stay 
suspended and prevent from settling. 
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Then, the 90µm PS beads are introduced to the microchannel while the resistance of RTD 
is continuously recoded by applying a constant DC bias current to the RTD. The resistance 
increased by about 0.5Ω, which is equivalent to 0.11K in temperature change. The results are 
shown in Figure 4.9. 
 
Figure 4-9 The measured signal due to passing of a 90um PS bead. 
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The same experiment is repeated for the 200µm diameter PS beads. As shown in Figure 
4.10, the resistance decreased when 200um beads passed the RTD in microfluidic channel. The 
amplitude of peaks shows 2Ω resistance change, which corresponds to 0.44K drop in 
temperature. 
 
Figure 4-10 The measured signal due to passing of a 200um PS bead. 
 
In this case, when the size of bead (200µm) is larger compared to the channel width 
(300µm), the local velocity change due to the passing beads is considerable. The local velocity 
change results in increasing convective heat transfer. Since the RTD is constantly biased, the area 
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over RTD is lightly experiencing higher temperature compared to other parts of microchannel. 
The induced change in local fluid velocity moves liquid faster and reduces the temperature. 
The experiment is repeated with four 200µm PS beads and resulted in four peaks in 
detected resistance change, as shown in Figure 4.11. This result shows the capability of fabricated 
microfluidic platform in detecting and counting suspended particles. 
 
Figure 4-11 The measured signal due to passing of series of 200um PS beads. 
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4.2.3 Discussion 
The results for detecting and counting micro particles suspended in water is presented in 
last section. To verify that the detected effect is caused solely by thermal conductivity change at 
the presence of the particle, the same experiment is repeated in buffers with different electrical 
conductivities (glycerol, DI water, and PBS). As it can be seen in Figure 4.12, the results are 
showing the same effects for 200µm PS beads. The electrical conductivity change only affects the 
base line of measured resistance. 
 
Figure 4-12 Thermal particle detection results in different buffers. 
 
The presented results and analysis show the potential of the thermal measurement to 
analyze the suspended particles. The results are not limited to the detection and counting 
particles, and the microchannel width can be tuned to identify the size of passing particle. 
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4.3 Calorimetric Paper-Based Microfluidic Sensor 
The third application, paper-based bio chemical sensor with calorimetric detection 
introduced in chapter 3, consists of three main elements: substrate (handle), paper-based 
microfluidic channel, and integrated RTD temperature sensor. This section starts by providing the 
details of paper-based channel fabrication and details of integrating thin film RTD on device 
using shadow masking technique. 
Next section covers the experimental setup for glucose level measurements using 
developed microfluidic device. Then, DNA concentration detection and protein bonding analysis 
are provided and two additional examples to verify the applicability of this concept.  Finally, last 
section provides a detailed dissolution on the advantages, disadvantages, and future applications 
of this technology. 
 
4.3.1 Device Fabrication 
Fabrication of a paper-based microfluidic device starts with designing and cutting paper 
microchannel. The geometry of the design provides a control parameter on the volumes of sample 
and required concentration of reagents. The paper microchannel with designed strips are cut using 
a desktop knife plotter. 
In this project, a thin cover slide glass (150µm) is used as a substrate for the device and 
fixed on a laser cut acrylic holder. The metal RTD is patterned on top of the glass by using 
shadow mask technique and metal depositing. In this device, 40 nm nickel film is deposited on 
the device, where polyimide film shadow mask defines the structure of the RTD. 
In next step, a protective layer is added on top of RTD to avoid chemical reaction of 
sample and metal RTD interferences in the measurement. The protection layer is a 100µm 
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polyimide layer and 5µm acrylic adhesive layer to improve the contact of paper-based micro 
channel and RTD sensor. Fabricated device is shown in Figure 4.13. 
 
Figure 4-13 Fabricated paper-based microfluidic device with calorimetric detection. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-14 Equivalent thermal resistances for modeling heat transfer in sectional view of 
reaction site on paper-based microfluidic channel. 
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The fabricated device is analyzed using developed thermal equivalent circuit. Figure 4.14 
illustrates the thermal resistances in the cross-sectional view of reaction site, where reaction of 
sample and reagents are causing a temperature change. 
The thermal parameters of the system as the results of the thermal analysis are listed in 
Table 4.2, where the calculated values and measured values from step response test (same as 
micro calorimeter device) are compared. 
 
Table 4-2 Thermal parameters of paper-based microfluidic device (Davaji & Lee 2014). 
 
 
 
4.3.2 Experimental Results 
In the first test as explained in chapter 3, catalytic reaction of glucose reduction and 
oxidation is used to detect the concentration of glucose in standard samples. In this measurement, 
the RTD temperature sensor measures the temperature continuously by a constant bias current. 
The constant bias current results in a higher operating temperature compare to room temperature 
due to Joule heating effect. 
In the first step, activated GOD enzyme (2µL) is immobilized to the center of paper strip. 
Then, the glucose standard sample (8µL) is introduced to the inlet of the paper channel. The 
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glucose sample will transport into the paper toward the reagent (GOD) and the reduction and 
oxidation reaction will start. The heat generated by reaction is recorded and shown in Figure 4.15.  
As it can be seen from the reaction signals, due to higher operating temperature of device, 
introducing samples with room temperature causes a decrease in the signal, once when the GOD 
enzyme is introduced and once when the glucose sample is introduced. However, the reaction 
(exothermic) peak is obvious in the close-up signal. 
 
 
Figure 4-15 measured temperature due to reaction of oxidation reaction of glucose. 
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The experiment is repeated for three (low, medium, and high) glucose standard 
calibration sample and the measurements show the linear trend in the generated temperature. The 
results of generated temperature due to the concentration of the glucose in calibration sample is 
shown in Figure 4.16. 
The measured results shown in Figure 4.17 are compared with the measurement results 
from commercially available glucose meter. The fabricated paper-based microfluidic with 
calorimetric detection has better resolution compared to the portable glucose meter. The errors in 
portable glucose meter can get as high as 30% from the actual concentration of glucose in 
standard sample. 
 
Figure 4-16 Measured temperature change caused by different concentrations of glucose sample. 
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Figure 4-17 Result of glucose level measurement by a commercial glucose meter in comparison 
by measurement results from developed paper-based calorimeter. 
 
After presenting the glucose level measurement using the calorimetric paper-cased 
sensor, same device is used for presenting feasibility of calorimetric detection in DNA 
concentration measurement and protein binding reaction detection. The details of the selected 
reaction for DNA cleavage and exothermic interactions are described elsewhere (Davaji & Lee 
2014). 
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The experimental results for these reactions are shown in Figure 4.18. The measured 
temperatures for DNA cleavage reaction is used for quantizing the concentration of DNA and the 
measured binding temperature for proteins identifies the exothermic reaction. 
 
Figure 4-18 Temperature measurement result by paper-based calorimeter device, (A) the results 
of DNA concentration detection, (B) investigation results of exothermic protein binding reaction. 
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4.3.3 Discussions 
The calorimetric detection results are presented for glucose level measurement, DNA 
concertation measurement, and protein binding identification using calorimetric detection method 
by the fabricated paper-based sensor. The paper-based devices are promising for low-cost 
portable applications due to several advantages of paper-based microfluidic compared to the 
conventional microfluidic channels. 
 As the results show, the thermal measurement methods will enhance the capability of 
paper-based devices and might broaden the applications of this device where the electrochemical 
and colorimetric detection techniques are not applicable. 
However, in calorimetric detection technique, finding proper reagents for the detection 
reaction is critical. In selection of reagents, stability of reagents over time and room temperature, 
and reactions with detectable enthalpy changes must be considered. The proper detection reaction 
and reagents allow paper-based calorimetric detection to become a very good candidate to 
develop portable diagnostic device for low-income countries, where the cost of medical services 
are threatening many lives. 
 
4.4 Microfluidic Platform for Temperature Measurement of a Single Cell 
The microfluidic platform for single cell isolation and temperature measurement is 
introduced in chapter 3, where the details of operational principles of device based on differential 
pressure is presented. In this section, detailed fabrication process for silicon based microfluidic 
device and PDMS micro channel are presented. Next section covers cell-capturing results, where 
the temperature measurement experiments are still ongoing. 
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4.4.1 Device Fabrication and Primary Results 
The microfluidic platform for single cell temperature measurement has two main parts: 
the silicon based micromachined device and microfluidic channel. The sectional-view of device 
fabrication process is shown in Figure 4.19.  
 
Figure 4-19 Fabrication process for the silicon-based substrate. 
 
The fabrication process is very similar to that of the thermal particle detection platform 
presented in section 4.2, where the only difference is an additional lithography and RIE process to 
etch the cell capturing hole (Figure 4.20).  The cell capturing hole is located at the center of 
membrane and very close to the location of the RTD temperature sensors. 
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Figure 4-20Figure 4.20 Fabricated device for single cell capturing and thermal measurements, 
(a) completed device, (b) sectional-view of fabricated device, (c) close up image of SiN membrane and 
RTDs, (d) close-up image of RTDs and cell capturing hole. 
 
 
The PDMS microfluidic channel is fabricated using soft lithography technique as 
explained in Section 4.2. However, the backing layer of the channel is a cover glass to reduce the 
thermal mass of the thick PDMS backing layer. The reduced thermal mass is required to increase 
the sensitivity of temperature measurement. The rigid glass backing layer makes it difficult to 
peel off PDMS after curing from mold. Therefore, a releasing agent (Polyvinyl Alcohol) is used 
to release the cured channels from mask by submerging in water. 
Released channels are aligned and bonded to the fabricated silicon-based device under 
the microscope and RTD contact pads are wire bonded to the holding structure. The latest 
progresses on fabrication of interfaces allowed to develop a platform shown in Figure 4.21. 
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Figure 4-21 Completed microfluidic platform with integrated microchannel and completed wire 
bonding. 
 
 
However, due to the practical difficulties in interfacing fluid and preventing leaks at the 
inputs and outputs, updated system is being developed. This project is being transferred to junior 
graduate student and he will carry out the rest of troubleshooting and updating process on the 
interfaces.  
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The 5µm glass microspheres are used as a cell to calibrate the flow rates in both channels. 
The suspended beads in water and glycerol solution (balanced density) are introduced to the top 
channel, when the bottom channel is filled with water. Then, the negative pressure is generated at 
the capturing hole by applying negative flow rate to the bottom channel while the top channel is 
experiencing constant flow rates. By varying the flow rates in both channels, the rate of success in 
capturing of beads are recorded. Figure 2.22 shows the results of this calibration experiment. 
 
Figure 4-22 Cell capturing flow rate characterization. The 10 μm polystyrene beads suspended 
in buffer solution are used for characterization. The capturing region is illustrated in green. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and Future Work  
5.1 Summary 
In this dissertation, capabilities of thermal measurements on microscales are investigated. 
The main focus is the concept of using thermal measurement methods to detect and measure 
physical quantities. Thermal design considerations for microfluidic devices are modified to 
develop applicable and functional devices for thermal measurement. By implementing these 
considerations, microfluidic devices are designed and fabricated for four applications: micro 
calorimeter, thermal particle detection, calorimetric paper-based sensor, and a microfluidic 
platform for a single cell temperature measurement. 
Thermal methods are a group of measurement techniques that study substance 
interactions with the ambient by investigating heat. Heat is not a measurable quantity; however, 
the generated temperature change due to heat transfer is a detectable quantity. Thermal 
measurement methods investigate both transient and steady state responses of a sample due to 
heating (thermal analysis), or measure the rate of heat transfer caused by a chemical or physical 
interaction (calorimetric techniques). 
Thermal measurement techniques are applicable to vast range of measurements and offer 
many advantages such as producing quantitative results, simple measurement setup due to 
advancements in temperature sensor technology, and the label-free nature of such measurements. 
However developing thermal measurement techniques requires special design consideration. 
Therefore, in this work an equivalent circuit model is adopted to implement the thermal 
considerations in device design. 
In order to validate the potential of thermal measurements in microfluidic devices, four 
applications are selected and a device is designed for each one. For each design, a microfluidic 
device is fabricated by implementing the identified thermal considerations in each design. An on-
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chip calorimeter device is developed for thermal analysis of a liquid sample, a thermal technique 
is developed to detect particles suspended in a liquid buffer, a calorimetric paper-based enzymatic 
detection assay is fabricated, and a microfluidic platform for single cell capturing and temperature 
measurement is fabricated. 
In the first application, a thin film, suspended chamber structure with 200nL volume is 
fabricated for micro calorimetry application. The RTD sensors are integrated on both sides of the 
chamber by our developed self-shadow masking technique. The fabricated device has two 
identical chambers that allow it to perform Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). The 
fabricated nickel RTD sensors are calibrated for measuring the Temperature Coefficient of 
Resistance (TCR) and the micro calorimeter device is characterized for thermal parameters using 
a step test. 
The fabricated micro calorimeter device is used for thermal diffusivity and specific heat 
measurement. To increase the speed of measurement, heat penetration time measurement is 
adopted for thermal diffusivity measurement. The thermal diffusivities of water and glycerol are 
measured and reported in Chapter 4. In addition, Thermal Wave Analysis (TWA) is applied to the 
same device without changing the sample, and specific heats of water and glycerol are again 
measured. Using the same setup, specific heat of ionic liquids are measured and reported for the 
first time. 
In the second application, a novel technique is developed and introduced for particle 
detection using thermal measurement techniques. Detection of the change in thermal conductivity 
is used to detect and identify a suspended particle in a microfluidic channel. As presented in the 
results, the fabricated device is capable of detecting and counting suspended particles in a 
microfluidic chamber. Furthermore, the results describe the capability of detecting the particle 
properties such as size using the fabricated device. The 90µm and 200µm polystyrene spherical 
particles are detected and counted using the fabricated thermal particle detector device. 
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In the third application, thermal detection in paper-based microfluidic devices was 
utilized to enhance the capabilities of paper-based devices as low-cost analytical sensors for the 
first time. By introducing a micro fabricated thin film RTD temperature sensor to the paper-based 
device, the temperature change associated with the reaction of sample and reagent in the paper-
based channel is measured. The detected temperature is used to quantify the concentration of 
reactive substances.  
The measurement results for three samples are presented in chapter 4. The catalytic 
oxidation reaction of glucose in presence of a GOD enzyme shows 20 percent higher resolution 
compared to the commercially available portable glucose measuring device. Furthermore, DNA 
strand cleavage reaction by a hydrogen product is used for detecting salmon DNA on a paper-
based channel using the thermal detection method. Similarly, protein bonding reactions of biotin 
and streptavidin are detected using the fabricated calorimetric, paper-based microfluidic device. 
Finally, the last application is to develop a single cell, temperature measurement 
platform. A planar, patch clamp-like structure with two microfluidic channels is fabricated for 
capturing a single cell. The fabricated device is calibrated to find operational flow rates. The 
calibration data provides the required flow rates for capturing and fixing the captured cell at the 
microfluidic channel for measurements and releases the cell to capture another one for next 
experiment. As shown in chapter 4, the device successfully captured polystyrene microspheres 
and yeast cells. 
Thin film metal RTD sensors are attached on platform near the capturing site to measure 
the cell temperature change over time. The silicon chip fabrication and micro channel fabrication 
processes are designed and developed, and the platform is fabricated in this work. The fabricated 
platform is even tested successfully for capturing multiple cells. However, as an ongoing project, 
efficient techniques for microfluidic interfacing are being developed for long time performance of 
the system. At this stage, some fluid leaks at interface are causing pressure drop issues where our 
group is actively working to overcome the problem. 
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The main subject of this work is to investigate thermal measurement capabilities in 
microscale devices by providing thermal consideration for device development processes. Details 
of device design and process development for fabrication along with test results of fabricated 
devices are presented in this work. The measurement results show the enormous capabilities of 
thermal measurement methods. 
A few issues still remain in the implementation of these devices which require more 
research efforts. These limitations are developing and integrating the point temperature 
measurements, reducing the thermal mass of structures, three dimensional temperature profile 
measurements in microfluidic channels, and discovering new materials for RTD temperature 
sensor fabrication. 
Since the demand of biological experiments over measurement sensitivity, and precise 
control and measurement are increasing, where developing the labels and tags for measurement 
are getting more complicated, label free thermal measurement methods will likely get more 
attention. Regenerative medicine already uses microfluidic technology for controlling culture of 
cells and tissues, and is moving toward growing organs using chip technology. This technology 
has potential to play a key role in future developments of regenerative medicine and three 
dimensional tissue engineering. 
 
5.2 Ongoing Research 
Since these works are considered among the first to look at thermal measurement in 
microfluidic device as a system concept rather than a focused application, there are many ongoing 
research studies being conducted at Marquette University’s Nanoscale Devices Laboratory. The 
device for measuring response of a single cell to external stimuli is the major ongoing research. 
Additionally, a flowmeter development project is currently running, where thermal measurement 
technology is used to measure fluid velocity for industrial and utility applications. 
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Moreover, opportunities for using the thermal measurement to detect cell malfunction of 
high temperature stem cells are being investigated. Design and fabrication of a new type of open 
droplet micro calorimeter and measurement setup has been completed and   measurements are 
being performed for future publications. Finally, new materials are being investigated to optimize 
the current thin film RTD temperature sensors. 
During the rest of my appearance as an active research member, efforts will be directed 
towards the completion of the ongoing projects. However, chances of facing new issues with 
special care requirements are high. In this case, projects will be transferred to junior colleagues 
for further investigations. 
 
5.3 Future Work 
The ongoing research and uncompleted work at the end of a graduate program are 
commonly described as future works. However, as this work is structured differently, future work 
is not limited to unfinished projects. Implementation of thermal measurements in microfluidic 
devices is the expected direction of my future work. 
Development of new materials for temperature sensing and new fabrication techniques 
will bring an opportunity to increase the sensitivity of thermal measurement techniques and allow 
the development of practical nano-calorimeter devices. 
Intensity, power, and spot size controllability of optical excitation make it a great heat 
source in microfluidic devices. The light triggered calorimetry techniques, such as flash 
calorimetry can be miniaturized for more precise applications, where a small amount of sample is 
available or in single cell investigations. 
Implementing IR lasers as a heat source allows targeted power delivery based on the 
absorption coefficient of a given substance. For instance, applications such as developing 
materials for hyperthermia targeted heating of cancer cells in tissue. Thermal microfluidic devices 
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will play a key role in measuring the delivered power to the targeted cells without affecting 
surrounding tissue. Thermal microfluidic technology also has great potential to contribute to 
regenerative medicine where 3D tissue culturing can benefit from having thermal stimuli and 
would allow for measuring the system behavior as feedback. 
Applications of thermal actuation and measurements are not limited to light sources with 
larger wavelengths like RF waves, which can be used for enhancing the penetration. The recent 
research on developing Super Paramagnetic Iron Oxide Magnetic Nano Particles (SPIONs) 
allows this idea to become closer to reality, though more investigation is required. Perhaps 
genetic modifications to program cells to generate the SPIONs or targeted delivery of these 
particles soon will allow development of a practical method for treatment of cancer using the 
localized heating. The thermal microfluidic measurement device would be an essential tool to 
develop such treatments. 
The recent developments of thermal imaging also will bring an opportunity to take 
thermal analysis in microfluidic devices to another level by direct integration of lens free optical 
temperature detectors to microfluidic devices. 
Combining electromagnetic heat sources and contact free temperature measurement 
methods in the future might bring opportunities for 3D thermal analysis to solve complicated 
problems like brain signaling in neuroscience. 
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